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Abstract

In a homomorphic signature scheme, a user Alice signs some large dataset \( x \) using her secret signing key and uploads the signed data to an untrusted remote server. The server can then run some computation \( y = f(x) \) over the signed data and homomorphically derive a short signature \( \sigma_{f,y} \) certifying that \( y \) is the correct output of the computation \( f \). Anybody can verify the tuple \((f, y, \sigma_{f,y})\) using Alice’s public verification key and become convinced of this fact without having to retrieve the entire underlying data.

In this work, we construct the first (leveled) fully homomorphic signature schemes that can evaluate arbitrary circuits over signed data. Only the maximal depth \( d \) of the circuits needs to be fixed a-priori at setup, and the size of the evaluated signature grows polynomially in \( d \), but is otherwise independent of the circuit size or the data size. Our solution is based on the hardness of the small integer solution (SIS) problem in standard lattices and satisfies full (adaptive) security. In the standard model, we get a scheme with large public parameters whose size exceeds the total size of a dataset. In the random-oracle model, we get a scheme with short public parameters. In both cases, the schemes can be used to sign many different datasets. The complexity of verifying a signature for a computation \( f \) is at least as large as that of computing \( f \), but can be amortized when verifying the same computation over many different datasets. Furthermore, the signatures can be made context-hiding so as not to reveal anything about the data beyond the outcome of the computation.

These results offer a significant improvement in capabilities and assumptions over the best prior homomorphic signature schemes, which were limited to evaluating polynomials of constant degree.

As a building block of independent interest, we introduce a new notion called homomorphic trapdoor functions (HTDF) which conceptually unites homomorphic encryption and signatures. We construct HTDFs by relying on the techniques developed by Gentry et al. (CRYPTO ’13) and Boneh et al. (EUROCRYPT ’14) in the contexts of fully homomorphic and attribute-based encryptions.
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1 Introduction

Motivated by the prevalence of cloud computing, there has been much interest in cryptographic schemes that allow a user Alice to securely outsource her data to an untrusted remote server (e.g., the cloud), while also allowing the server to perform useful computations over this data. The ground-breaking development of fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) by Gentry [Gen09] allows Alice to maintain the privacy of her data by encrypting it, while allowing the server to homomorphically perform arbitrary computations over the ciphertexts. In this work, we are interested in the dual question of authenticity.

Homomorphic Signatures. A homomorphic signature scheme allows Alice to sign some large dataset $x$ using her secret signing key. She can then distribute the signed data to some untrusted entity called a “data processor”. A data processor can perform arbitrary computations $y = f(x)$ over this data and homomorphically derive a signature $\sigma_{f,y}$, which certifies that $y$ is the correct output of the computation $f$ over Alice’s data. The derived signature $\sigma_{f,y}$ should be short, with length independent of the size of the data $x$. Anybody can verify the tuple $(f, y, \sigma_{f,y})$ using Alice’s public verification key and become convinced that $y$ is indeed the correct output of the computation $f$ over Alice’s signed data $x$, without needing to download the entire data $x$. Although the computational effort of verifying a derived signature is proportional to the complexity of computing the function $f$, this work can be performed offline prior to seeing the signature, and can be amortized when verifying the same computation over many datasets.

Application: Computation on Outsourced Data. As the most basic application of homomorphic signatures, a user Alice can outsource her signed data to a remote server acting as a data processor, and later verify various computations performed by the server over her data. Using homomorphic signatures, this can be done with minimal communication and interaction consisting of a single short signature sent from the server to Alice. Although verifying the correctness of this computation takes Alice as much time as the computation itself, she avoids having to store this data long term. We refer the reader to Section 1.2 for a detailed comparison with related work on delegating memory and computation.

Application: Certified Data Analysis. The non-interactive nature of homomorphic signatures and the fact that they provide public verifiability also makes them useful in a wide variety of settings beyond the above outsourcing scenario.

For example, consider a scenario where a trusted agency such as the National Institute of Health (NIH), runs a large-scale medical study. It signs the collected data $x$ and distributes it to various research groups and pharmaceutical companies for analysis. Some of these groups may have incentives to lie about the outcomes of their analysis and are not trusted by the public. However, using homomorphic signatures, they can publicly post their methodology for the analysis (a function $f$), the claimed outcome of the analysis ($y = f(x)$), and a short signature $\sigma_{f,y}$ that certifies the correctness of the outcome. This information can be posted publicly (e.g., on third-party websites) and verified by the public using a verification key published by the NIH. The public does not need to have access to the underlying data and does not need to interact with the NIH or the research groups that performed the computation to verify such signatures – indeed, these entities may go offline and the underlying data may be deleted after the analysis is performed but the signed results
remain verifiable. Furthermore, such signatures can be made context hiding to ensure that they do not reveal anything about the underlying medical data beyond the outcome of the analysis. In this case, the NIH trusts the research groups to preserve the privacy of the underlying data (from the world), but the world does not trust the research groups to perform the analysis correctly.

1.1 Our Results

In this work, we construct the first (leveled) fully homomorphic signature schemes that can evaluate arbitrary circuits over signed data, where only the maximal depth $d$ of the circuit needs to be fixed a priori. The size of the evaluated signature grows polynomially in $d$, but is otherwise independent of the data size or the circuit size. This is an exponential improvement in capabilities over the best prior homomorphic signature schemes which could only evaluate polynomials of some bounded degree $k$ where the efficiency degraded polynomially with $k$ (in general, $k = 2^{O(d)}$).

Our solutions are based on the (subexponential) hardness of the small integer solution (SIS) problem in standard lattices, which is in turn implied by the worst-case hardness of standard lattice problems [Ajt96]. This is also a significant improvement in assumptions over the best prior schemes which either relied on ideal lattices or multi-linear maps.

We get a scheme in the standard model, where the maximal dataset size needs to be bounded by some polynomial $N$ during setup and the size of the public parameters is linear in $N$. In the random-oracle model, we get rid of this caveat and get a scheme with short public parameters and without any a-priori bound on the dataset size. In both cases, the user can sign arbitrarily many different datasets by associating each dataset with some label (e.g., a file name). The verifier must know the label of the dataset on which the computation was supposed to be performed when verifying the output.

Efficient Online/Amortized Verification. Our schemes allow for fast amortized verification of a computation $f$ over many different datasets, even if the datasets belong to different users with different verification keys. In particular, the verifier only needs to perform work proportional to the circuit size of $f$ once to verify arbitrarily many signatures under arbitrary verification keys. This work can be performed offline prior to receiving any of the signatures, and the online verification can then be much more efficient than computing $f$.

Context Hiding. Our schemes can also be made context hiding so that a signature $\sigma_{f,y}$ does not reveal any additional information about the underlying data $x$ beyond the output $y = f(x)$. We show how to achieve this statistically without relying on any additional assumptions.

Composition. Our schemes also allow composition of several different computations over signed data. One evaluator can compute some functions $y_1 = h_1(x), \ldots, y_\ell = h_\ell(x)$ over signed data $x$ and publish the homomorphically computed signatures $\sigma_{h_1,y_1}, \ldots, \sigma_{h_\ell,y_\ell}$. A second evaluator can then come and perform an additional computation $y^* = g(y_1,\ldots,y_\ell)$ on the outputs of the previous computation and combine the signatures $\sigma_{h_1,y_1}, \ldots, \sigma_{h_\ell,y_\ell}$ into $\sigma_{g\circ h,y^*}$ which certifies $y^*$ as the output of the composed computation $(g \circ h)(x) \overset{\text{def}}{=} g(h_1(x),\ldots,h_\ell(x))$. The second evaluator does not need to know the original data $x$ or the original signatures. This can continue as long as the total computation is of bounded depth.
1.2 Related Work

Linearly Homomorphic Schemes. Many prior works consider the question of homomorphic message authentication codes (MACs with private verification) and signatures (public verification) for restricted homomorphisms, and almost exclusively for linear functions: [ABC⁺07, SW08, DVW09, AKK09, AB09, BFKW09, GKKR10, BF11a, AL11, BF11b, CFW12, Fre12]. Such MACs and signautres have interesting applications to network coding and proofs of retrievability.

Homomorphic Signatures Beyond Linear. Boneh and Freeman [BF11a] were the first to consider homomorphic signatures beyond linear functions, and propose a general definition of such signatures. They present a scheme that can evaluate arbitrary polynomials over signed data, where the maximal degree $k$ of the polynomial is fixed a priori and the size of the evaluated signature grows (polynomially) in $k$. If we want to translate this to the setting of circuits, then a circuit of depth $d$ can be represented by a polynomial of degree as high as $k = 2^d$, and therefore the signature size can grow exponentially in the depth of the circuit. The construction is based on the hardness of the Small Integer Solution (SIS) problem in ideal lattices and has a proof of security in the random-oracle model. The recent work of Catalano et al. [CFW14] gives an alternate solution using multi-linear maps which removes the need for random oracles at the cost of having large public parameters. The main open question left by these works is to construct signatures with greater levels of homomorphism, and ideally a fully homomorphic scheme that can evaluate arbitrary circuits.

Homomorphic MACs Beyond Linear. There has also been progress in constructing homomorphic message authentication (MACs) with private verification for larger classes of homomorphisms. The work of Gennaro and Wichs [GW13] defines and achieves fully homomorphic MACs using fully homomorphic encryption. However, the security of the scheme only holds in a setting without verification queries and can completely break down if the attacker has access to a verification oracle allowing him to test whether authentication tags are valid. More recent works [CF13, BFR13, CFGN14] show how to get homomorphic MACs that remain secure in the presence of verification queries, but only for restricted homomorphisms. Currently, the best such schemes allow for the evaluation of polynomials of degree $k$, where the computational effort grows polynomially with $k$ (but the size of the evaluated authentication tag stays fixed). In other words, the question of (leveled) fully homomorphic authentication, even in the setting of private verification, remained open prior to this work.

Other Types of Homomorphic Authentication. We also mention works on specific types of homomorphic properties such as redactable signatures (see e.g., [JMSW02, ABC⁺12]) where, given a signature on a long message $x$, it should be possible to derive a signature on a subset/substring $x'$ of $x$. The work of [ABC⁺12] proposes a general notion of $P$-homomorphic signature schemes for various predicates $P$, but efficient constructions were only known for a few specific instances.  

---

1There is a potentially confusing syntactic difference between the notion of $P$-homomorphic signatures and the notion of homomorphic signatures in this work, although the two are equivalent. In $P$-homomorphic signatures, given a signature of $x$ one should be able to derive a signature of $x'$ as long as $P(x, x') = 1$ for some predicate $P$ (e.g., the substring predicate). The same effect can be achieved using the syntax of homomorphic signatures in this work by defining a function $f_{x'}$ that has $x'$ hard-coded and computes $f_{x'}(x) = P(x, x')$. We would then give a derived signature $\sigma_{f_{x'}, 1}$ certifying that $y = 1$ is the output of the computation $f_{x'}(x)$ over the originally signed data $x$.  

---
Homomorphic Signatures via SNARKs. There is a very simple construction of fully homomorphic signatures by relying on CS-Proofs [Mic94] or, more generally, succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge for NP (SNARKs) [BCCT12, BCCT13, BCI+13, GGPR13, PHGR13, BSCG+13]. This primitive allows us to non-interactively create a short “argument” $\pi$ for any NP statement so that $\pi$ proves “knowledge” of the corresponding witness. The length of $\pi$ is bounded by some fixed polynomial in the security parameter and is independent of the statement/witness size. The complexity of verifying $\pi$ only depends on the size of the statement (but not the witness). Using SNARKs, we can authenticate the output $y = f(x)$ of any computation $f$ over any signed data $x$ (under any standard signature scheme) by creating a short argument $\pi_{f,y}$ that proves the knowledge of “data $x$ along with valid signature of $x$, such that $f(x) = y$.”

One advantage of the SNARK-based scheme is that a signature can be verified very efficiently, independently of the complexity of the computation $f$ being verified, as long as $f$ has a short Turing-Machine description. In contrast, in this work, we will only get efficient verification in an amortized sense, when verifying a computation $f$ over many different datasets. Unfortunately, constructing SNARKs, even without a “knowledge” requirement, is known to require the use of non-standard assumptions [GW11]. The additional requirement of (non black-box) knowledge extraction makes SNARKs even more problematic and is unlikely to be possible in its full generality [BCPR14]. Known SNARK constructions are either based on the random-oracle heuristic and the use of PCP machinery, or on various “knowledge of exponent” assumptions and light-weight PCP variants.

Delegating Computation. Several other works consider the related problem of delegating computation to a remote server while maintaining the ability to efficiently verify the result [GKR08, GGP10, CKV10, AIK10, BGV11, CKLR11, PRV12, PST13, KRR14]. In this scenario, the server needs to convince the user that $f(x) = y$, where the user knows the function $f$, the input $x$ and the output $y$, but does not want to do the work of computing $f(x)$. In contrast, in our scenario the verifier only knows $f$ and $y$ but does not know the previously authenticated data $x$, which may be huge. As mentioned in [GW13], some of the results for delegating computation in the pre-processing model can also be re-interpreted as giving results for the latter scenario. The latter scenario was also explicitly considered by Chung et al. [CKLR11] in the context of memory delegation, where the client can also update the data on the server. Some of these solutions only allow a single party with secret key to verify computation, while others (e.g., [PRV12]) allow anyone to verify. However, all of the above solutions for memory delegation and delegating computation require at least some interaction between the client and server (often just a challenge-response protocol) to verify a computation $f$. Therefore they do not give us a solution to the problem of homomorphic signatures (or even homomorphic MACs), where we require a static certificate which certifies the output of a computation and which can be posted publicly and verified by everyone.

1.3 Our Techniques

Our constructions of homomorphic signatures are modular and, as a building block of potentially independent interest, we present a new primitive called a homomorphic trapdoor function (HTDF). This primitive allows us to conceptually unite homomorphic encryption and signatures. We now give a high-level overview of our techniques. We start with the notion of HTDFs, then show how to construct homomorphic signatures from HTDFs, and finally show how to construct HTDFs from the SIS problem.
Homomorphic Trapdoor Functions (HTDF). An HTDF consists of a function $v = f_{pk,x}(u)$ described via a public key $pk$ and an index $x \in \{0,1\}$, with input $u$ and output $v$. It will be useful to think of this as a commitment scheme where $x$ is the message, $v$ is the commitment and $u$ is the randomness/decommitment. Given some values

$$u_1, x_1, v_1 = f_{pk,x_1}(u_1) , \ldots, u_N, x_N, v_N = f_{pk,x_N}(u_N)$$

and a circuit $g : \{0,1\}^N \to \{0,1\}$, we can homomorphically compute an input $u^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}(g, (x_1, u_1) \ldots, (x_N, u_N))$ and an output $v^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_N)$ such that:

$$f_{pk,g(x_1,\ldots,x_N)}(u^*) = v^*.$$ 

Thinking of HTDFs as commitments, the above says that if the values $v_i$ are commitments to the message bits $x_i$ with decommitments $u_i$, then we can homomorphically combine the $v_i$ to derive a commitment $v^*$ and homomorphically combine the messages/decommitments $(x_i, u_i)$ to get a decommitment $u^*$ which opens $v^*$ to the message $g(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$.

We want to be able to generate the public key $pk$ of the HTDF together with a trapdoor $sk$ that allows us to take any output $v$ and efficiently invert it with respect to any index $x$ to get $u \leftarrow \text{Inv}_{sk,x}(v)$ such that $f_{pk,x}(u) = v$. In the language of commitments, this means that we want the scheme to be equivocable (and therefore statistically hiding) with a trapdoor $sk$ that lets us open any commitment to any message.

For security, we simply require that the HTDF is claw-free: given $pk$, it should be hard to come up with inputs $u_0, u_1$ such that $f_{pk,0}(u_0) = f_{pk,1}(u_1)$. Equivalently, in the language of commitments, we want the scheme to be computationally binding.

As an intellectual curiosity (but of no application to this work), we could also change our requirements and indeed ask for an HTDF which is extractable (and therefore statistically binding) while also being computationally hiding. In other words, we would want to generate $pk$ along with a trapdoor $sk$ that would allow us to extract $x$ from $v = f_{pk,x}(u)$. In this case, such an HTDF could also be thought of as a fully homomorphic encryption scheme, where $v$ is the ciphertext of a message $x$ and $\text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}}$ is the homomorphic evaluation procedure on ciphertexts. Our eventual construction of an HTDF will provide both options by allowing us to choose $pk$ in one of two indistinguishable modes: an equivocable mode and an extractable mode. In this work, we will solely rely on the equivocable mode to construct homomorphic signatures. However, the extractable mode of the HTDF (essentially) corresponds to the Gentry-Sahai-Waters [GSW13] fully homomorphic encryption scheme. Therefore, we view HTDFs as providing an interesting conceptual unification of homomorphic signatures and encryption. We refer the reader to Appendix B for more on this grand unification.

**Basic Homomorphic Signatures from HTDFs.** We construct several flavors of homomorphic signature schemes using HTDFs as a black-box. As the most basic flavor, we construct a signature scheme in the standard model where the setup procedure knows some bound $N$ on the size of the dataset that will be signed and the size of the public parameters can depend on $N$. The public parameters $\text{prms} = (v_1, \ldots, v_N)$ consist of $N$ random outputs of the HTDF. Each user chooses a public/secret key pair $(pk, sk)$ for an HTDF, which also serves as the key pair for the signature scheme. To sign some data $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \in \{0,1\}^N$ the user simply finds inputs $u_i$ such that $f_{pk,x_i}(u_i) = v_i$ by using $sk$ to invert $v_i$. We think of $u_i$ as a signature that ties $x_i$ to its position $i$. 
Given $x$, the signatures $u_1, \ldots, u_N$, and a function $g : \{0,1\}^N \rightarrow \{0,1\}$, anybody can homomorphically compute a signature $u_{g,y}^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}(g, (x_1, u_1), \ldots, (x_N, u_N))$ which certifies $y = g(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$ as the output of the computation $g$. To verify the tuple $(g, y, u_{g,y})$, the verifier will compute $v^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_N)$ and checks $f_{pk,y}(u_{g,y}^*) = v^*$. Notice that verification procedure only depends on the public parameters but does not know the data $x$. We can show that this basic scheme already satisfies selective security, where we assume that dataset $x_1, \ldots, x_N$ is chosen by the attacker before seeing the public parameters. In the reduction, instead of choosing $v_i$ randomly, we choose a random input $u_i$ and compute $v_i := f_{pk,x_i}(u_i)$ using the data $x_i$ that the attacker wants signed. This makes it easy for the reduction to generate signatures for $x_i$. Furthermore, for any function $g$, the reduction can compute the honest signature $u = \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}(g, (x_1, u_1), \ldots, (x_N, u_N))$ which certifies the output $y = g(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$. If an attacker produces a forged signature $u'$ that certifies $y' \neq y$ then $f_{pk,y}(u) = f_{pk,y'}(u')$ and therefore $(u, u')$ breaks the claw-free security of the HTDF.

**Upgrading Functionality and Security.** We show how to generically start with a basic homomorphic signature scheme as above and convert into more powerful variants of homomorphic signatures with improved functionality, efficiency, and security.

Firstly, we note that since the public parameters $\text{prms} = (v_1, \ldots, v_N)$ of our basic scheme are uniformly random values, we can easily compress them in the random oracle model to get a scheme with short public parameters. In particular, the public parameters of the new scheme only consist of a short random string $r$ and we can derive the values $v_i = H(r, i)$ using a random oracle $H$. We can also translate this random-oracle scheme into a standard-model assumption on the hash function $H$ which is simple-to-state and falsifiable, but nevertheless non-standard. This gives us a tradeoff between efficiency and assumptions.

Next, we give a generic transformation from a homomorphic signature scheme with selective security to a scheme with full adaptive security. Our transformation works in both the standard model and the random oracle model. Starting from a selectively secure leveled FIS scheme, we obtain a fully secure leveled FIS scheme.\(^2\)

Lastly, following Boneh and Freeman [BF11a], we can extend the functionality of homomorphic signatures to allow the user to sign multiple different datasets under different *labels* $\tau$ (e.g., $\tau$ can correspond to a “file name”), where verifier must simply know the label of the dataset on which the computation was supposed to be performed. We show a generic transformation from a basic signature that only works for a single dataset into one that supports multiple datasets. Furthermore, this transformation gives us efficient amortized verification of a computation over multiple datasets.

**Constructing HTDFs.** We now briefly describe how to construct HTDFs based on the SIS problem. We rely on the homomorphic techniques developed by Gentry, Sahai and Waters [GSW13] and by Boneh et al. [BGG+14] in the context of fully homomorphic encryption and attribute-based encryption.

The SIS problem states that, for a random matrix $A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ it should be hard to come up with a “short” non-zero vector $u \in \mathbb{Z}_q^m$, such that $A \cdot u = 0$. However, there is a way to generate $A$ along with a trapdoor $\text{td}$ that makes this easy and, more generally, for any matrix $V \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$, 

\(^2\)Although Catalano et al. [CFW14] provide a similar transformation, it works only for bounded degree polynomial functions, and does not generalize to leveled FIS.
the trapdoor can be used to sample a “short” matrix $U \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ such that $AU = V$. There is also a public matrix $G \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ with some special structure (not random) for which everyone can efficiently compute a “short” matrix $G^{-1}(V)$ such that $GG^{-1}(V) = V$.\footnote{Note that we are abusing notation and $G^{-1}$ is not a matrix but rather a function - for any $V$ there are many choices of $U$ such that $GU = V$, and $G^{-1}(V)$ deterministically outputs a particular short matrix from this set. For those familiar with [GSW13], multiplication by $G$ corresponds to PowersOf2() and $G^{-1}()$ corresponds to BitDecomp().}

Our HTDF consists of choosing $pk = A$ together with trapdoor $sk = td$ as above. We define $f_{pk,x}(U) \overset{\text{def}}{=} AU + x \cdot G$, but we restrict the domain to “short” matrices $U$. We show that finding a claw consisting of “short” matrices $U_0, U_1$ such that $f_{pk,0}(U_0) = f_{pk,1}(U_1) \Rightarrow A(U_0 - U_1) = G$ implies breaking the SIS problem. Next, we show how to perform homomorphic operations on this HTDF.

**Homomorphic Operations.** Let $U_1, U_2 \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times m}$ be “short” matrices and

$$V_1 = f_{pk,x_1}(U_1) = AU_1 + x_1 \cdot G, \quad V_2 = f_{pk,x_2}(U_2) = AU_2 + x_2 \cdot G$$

**Addition.** Firstly, it is very easy to perform homomorphic addition (over $\mathbb{Z}_q$). We can simply set: $V^* = V_1 + V_2$ and $U^* = U_1 + U_2$. This ensures:

$$V^* = (AU_1 + x_1 \cdot G) + (AU_2 + x_2 \cdot G) = AU^* + (x_1 + x_2)G = f_{pk,x_1 + x_2}(U^*).$$

**Multiplication.** Homomorphic multiplication (over $\mathbb{Z}_q$) consists of setting $V^* := V_2G^{-1}(V_1)$ and $U^* := x_2U_1 + U_2G^{-1}(V_1)$. This gives:

$$V^* = V_2G^{-1}(V_1) = (AU_2 + x_2G)G^{-1}(V_1) = AU_2G^{-1}(V_1) + x_2(AU_1 + x_1G)$$

$$= AU^* + x_1x_2G = f_{pk,x_1x_2}(U^*).$$

We define the *noise level* of a matrix $U$ to be the maximal size (in absolute value) of any entry in the matrix. The noise level grows as we perform homomorphic operations. Intuitively, if the inputs to the operation have noise-level $\beta$ then homomorphic addition just doubles the noise level to $2\beta$, while multiplication of “small” values $x_1, x_2 \in \{0, 1\}$ multiplies the noise level to at most $(m + 1)\beta$. Therefore, when evaluating a boolean circuit of depth $d$ the noise level can grow to as much as $\beta(m + 1)^d$. We pause to note that the noise growth is a crucial difference between our scheme and that of Boneh and Freeman [BF11a], where multiplication raises the noise level from $\beta$ to $\beta^2$, meaning that evaluating a circuit of depth $d$ could raise the noise level to as high as $\beta^{2d}$. Since the modulus must satisfy $q \gg \beta(m + 1)^d$ for security, the level of homomorphism $d$ must be fixed ahead of time, during the setup of the scheme. The overall efficiency degrades *polynomially* with $d$.

## 2 Preliminaries

**Basic Notation.** For an integer $N$, we let $[N] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{1, \ldots, N\}$. For a distribution $X$ we use the notation $x \leftarrow X$ to denote the process of sampling a random value according to the distribution. For a set $\mathcal{X}$ we use the notation $x \overset{\text{unif}}{\leftarrow} \mathcal{X}$ to denote the process of choosing $x$ uniformly at random from $\mathcal{X}$. For a distribution or a randomized algorithm $X$, we will say “for any $x \in X$” as shorthand to mean “for any $x$ in the support of $X$”. Throughout, we let $\lambda$ denote the security parameter. We
say that a function \( f(\lambda) \) is negligible, denoted \( f(\lambda) = \negl(\lambda) \), if \( f(\lambda) = O(\lambda^{-c}) \) for ever constant \( c > 0 \). We say that a function \( f(\lambda) \) is polynomial, denoted \( f(\lambda) = \poly(\lambda) \) if \( f(\lambda) = O(\lambda^c) \) for some constant \( c > 0 \).

**Entropy and Statistical Distance.** For random variables \( X, Y \) with support \( \mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y} \) respectively, we define the statistical distance \( \text{SD}(X, Y) \) \( \overset{\text{def}}{=} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u \in \mathcal{X} \cup \mathcal{Y}} |\Pr[X = u] - \Pr[Y = u]| \). We say that two ensembles of random variables \( X = \{X_\lambda\}, Y = \{Y_\lambda\} \) are statistically close, denoted by \( X \approx Y \), if \( \text{SD}(X_\lambda, Y_\lambda) = \negl(\lambda) \). The min-entropy of a random variable \( X \), denoted as \( H_\infty(X) \), is defined as \( H_\infty(X) \overset{\text{def}}{=} -\log(\max_x \Pr[X = x]) \). The (average-)conditional min-entropy of a random variable \( X \) conditioned on a correlated variable \( Y \), denoted as \( H_\infty(X|Y) \), is defined as

\[
H_\infty(X|Y) \overset{\text{def}}{=} -\log \left( \mathsf{E}_{y \leftarrow Y} \left[ \max_x \Pr[X = x|Y = y] \right] \right).
\]

The optimal probability of an unbounded adversary guessing \( X \) given the correlated value \( Y \) is \( 2^{-H_\infty(X|Y)} \).

**Lemma 2.1 ([DORS08]).** Let \( X, Y \) be arbitrarily random variables where the support of \( Y \) lies in \( \mathcal{Y} \). Then \( H_\infty(X|Y) \geq H_\infty(X) - \log(|\mathcal{Y}|) \).

### 2.1 Background on Lattices and the SIS Problem

We review some of the needed results and notation for the SIS problem and lattice-based cryptography. We abstract out many low-level details which are not absolutely crucial for this paper.

**Notation.** For any integer \( q \geq 2 \), we let \( \mathbb{Z}_q \) denote the ring of integers modulo \( q \). We represent elements of \( \mathbb{Z}_q \) as integers in the range \((-q/2, q/2]\) and define the absolute value \(|x| \) of \( x \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) by taking its representative in this range. For a vector \( u \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \) we write \(|u|_\infty \leq \beta \) if each entry \( u_i \) in \( u \) satisfies \(|u_i| \leq \beta \). Similarly, for a matrix \( U \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m} \) we write \(|U|_\infty \leq \beta \) if each entry \( u_{i,j} \) in \( U \) satisfies \(|u_{i,j}| \leq \beta \).

**The SIS Problem.** Let \( n, m, q, \beta \) be integer parameters. In the SIS\((n, m, q, \beta)\) problem, the attacker is given a uniformly random matrix \( A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m} \) and her goal is to find a vector \( u \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \) with \( u \neq 0 \) and \(|u|_\infty \leq \beta \) such that \( A \cdot u = 0 \).\(^4\) For parameters \( n = n(\lambda), m = m(\lambda), q = q(\lambda), \beta = \beta(\lambda) \) defined in terms of the security parameter \( \lambda \), the SIS\((n, m, q, \beta)\) hardness assumption states any PPT attacker \( \mathcal{A} \) we have

\[
\Pr \left[ A \cdot u = 0 \land |u|_\infty \leq \beta(\lambda) \land u \neq 0 \right] = \mathsf{negl}(\lambda).
\]

The SIS problem is known to be as hard as certain worst-case problems (e.g., SIVP) in standard lattices [Ajt96, Mic04, MR07, MP13]. It is also implied by the hardness of learning with errors (LWE). See cited works for exact details of parameters. In this work, we will need to rely on the SIS assumption with super-polynomial \( \beta \). In particular, we will assume that for any \( \beta = 2^{\poly(\lambda)} \) there are some \( n = \poly(\lambda), q = 2^{\poly(\lambda)} \) (clearly, \( q > \beta \)) such that for all \( m = \poly(\lambda) \) the SIS\((n, m, q, \beta)\) hardness assumption holds. The above parameters translate to assuming hardness of worst-case lattice problems with sub-exponential approximation factors, which is widely believed to hold.

\(^4\)Often, the SIS problem is stated with \( \ell_2 \) norm rather than \( \ell_\infty \) norm. It’s clear that the two versions are equivalent up to some small losses of parameters. Therefore, we choose to rely on the \( \ell_\infty \) norm for simplicity.
Lattice Trapdoors. Although solving the SIS problem for a random matrix $A$ is believed to be hard, there is a way to sample a random matrix $A$ with a trapdoor that makes this problem easy. Moreover, there are some fixed (non-random) matrices $G$ for which SIS is easy to solve. We review the known results about such trapdoor in the following lemma (ignoring all details of implementation which aren’t strictly necessary for us), following a similar presentation in [BGG+14].

Lemma 2.2 ([Ajt99, GPV08, AP09, MP12]). There exist efficient algorithms TrapGen, SamPre, Sam such that the following holds. Given integers $n \geq 1, q \geq 2$ there exists some $m^* = m^* (n,q) = O(n \log q)$, \(\beta_{sam} = \beta_{sam}(n,q) = O(n \sqrt{\log q})\) such that for all $m \geq m^*$ and all $k$ (polynomial in $n$) we have:

1. $U \leftarrow \text{Sam}(1^m, 1^k, q)$ samples a matrix $U \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{m \times k}$ which satisfies $\|U\|_\infty \leq \beta_{sam}$ (with probability 1).

2. We have the statistical indistinguishability requirements:

\[
A \overset{\text{stat}}{\approx} A' \quad \text{and} \quad (A, td, U, V) \overset{\text{stat}}{\approx} (A, td, U', V')
\]

where $(A, td) \leftarrow \text{TrapGen}(1^n, 1^m, q)$, $A' \overset{\$}{\leftarrow} \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ and $U \leftarrow \text{Sam}(1^m, 1^k, q)$, $V := A \cdot U$, $V' \overset{\$}{\leftarrow} \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times k}$, $U' \leftarrow \text{SamPre}(A, V', td)$. The statistical distance is negligible in $n$. Moreover, we guarantee that any $U' \in \text{SamPre}(A, V', td)$ always satisfies $AU' = V'$ and $\|U'\|_\infty \leq \beta_{sam}$.

3. Given $n, m, q$ as above, there is an efficiently and deterministically computable matrix $G \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ and a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm $G^{-1}$ which takes the input $V \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times k}$ for any integer $k$ and outputs $R = G^{-1}(V)$ such that $R \in \{0, 1\}^{m \times k}$ and $G \cdot R = V$.  

3 Homomorphic Trapdoor Functions

A homomorphic trapdoor function allows us to take values \(\{u_i, x_i, v_i = f_{pk, x_i}(u_i)\}_{i \in [N]}\) and create an input $u^*$ (depending on $u_i, x_i$) and an output $v^*$ (depending only on $v_i$) such that $f_{pk, g(x_1, ..., x_N)}(u^*) = v^*$. We now give a formal definition.

3.1 Definition

A homomorphic trapdoor function (HTDF) consists of the following five polynomial-time algorithms (HTDF.KeyGen, $f$, Inv, HTDF.Eval$^\text{in}$, HTDF.Eval$^\text{out}$) with syntax:

- $(pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$: a key generation procedure.
  
  The security parameter $\lambda$ defines the index space $\mathcal{X}$, the input space $\mathcal{U}$, and the output space $\mathcal{V}$ and some efficiently samplable input distribution $D_{td}$ over $\mathcal{U}$. We require that membership in the sets $\mathcal{U}, \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{X}$ can be efficiently tested and that one can efficiently sample uniformly at random from $\mathcal{V}$.

- $f_{pk, x} : \mathcal{U} \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$: a deterministic function indexed by $x \in \mathcal{X}$ and $pk$.

- $\text{Inv}_{sk, x} : \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{U}$: a probabilistic inverter indexed by $x \in \mathcal{X}$ and $sk$.

\[\text{Note that we are abusing notation and } G^{-1} \text{ is not a matrix but rather an algorithm. See footnote 3.}\]
• \( u^* = \text{HTDF.Eval}^\text{in}(g, (x_1, u_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, u_\ell)) \), \( v^* = \text{HTDF.Eval}^\text{out}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_\ell) \) are deterministic input/output homomorphic evaluation algorithms. The algorithms take as input some function \( g : \mathcal{X}^\ell \to \mathcal{X} \) and values \( x_i \in \mathcal{X}, u_i \in \mathcal{U}, v_i \in \mathcal{V} \). The outputs are \( u^* \in \mathcal{U} \) and \( v^* \in \mathcal{V}. \)

Note that we do not require \( f_{pk,x}(\cdot) \) to be an injective function. Indeed, it will not be in our construction.

Correctness of Homomorphic Evaluation. Let \((pk, sk) \in \text{HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda),^7 x_1, \ldots, x_\ell \in \mathcal{X}, g : \mathcal{X}^\ell \to \mathcal{X} \) and \( y := g(x_1, \ldots, x_\ell) \). Let \( u_1, \ldots, u_\ell \in \mathcal{U} \) and set \( v_i := f_{pk,x_i}(u_i) \) for \( i \in [\ell] \). Let \( u^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^\text{in}(g, (x_1, u_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, u_\ell)) \), \( v^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^\text{out}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_\ell) \). Then we require that \( u^* \in \mathcal{U} \) and \( f_{pk,y}(u^*) = v^* \).

Relaxation: In a leveled fully homomorphic scheme, each input \( u_i \in \mathcal{U} \) will have some associated “noise-level” \( \beta_i \in \mathbb{R} \). The initial samples from the input-distribution \( D_\mathcal{U} \) have some “small” noise-level \( \beta_{\text{init}} \). The noise-level \( \beta^* \) of the homomorphically computed input \( u^* \) depends on the noise-levels \( \beta_i \) of the inputs \( u_i \), the function \( g \) and the indices \( x_i \). If the noise level \( \beta^* \) of \( u^* \) exceeds some threshold \( \beta^* > \beta_{\text{max}} \), then the above correctness need not hold. This will limit the type of functions that can be evaluated. A function \( g \) is admissible on the values \( x_1, \ldots, x_\ell \) if, whenever the inputs \( u_i \) have noise-levels \( \beta_i \leq \beta_{\text{init}} \), then \( u^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^\text{in}(g, (x_1, u_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, u_\ell)) \) will have noise-level \( \beta^* \leq \beta_{\text{max}} \).

Distributional Equivalence of Inversion. We require the following statistical indistinguishability:

\[
(pk, sk; x, u, v) \overset{\text{stat}}{\approx} (pk, sk; x, u', v')
\]

where \((pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda), x \in \mathcal{X} \) can be an arbitrary random variable that depends on \((pk, sk), u \leftarrow D_\mathcal{U}, v := f_{pk,x}(u), v' \overset{\$}{\leftarrow} \mathcal{V}, u' \leftarrow \text{Inv}_{sk,x}(v') \).

HTDF Security. We now define the security of HTDFs. Perhaps the most natural security requirement would be one-wayness, meaning that for a random \( v \in \mathcal{X} \) it should be hard to find a pre-image \( u \in \mathcal{U} \) such that \( f_{pk,x}(u) = v \). Instead, we will require a stronger property which is similar to claw-freeness. In particular, it should be difficult to find \( u, u' \in \mathcal{U} \) and \( x \neq x' \in \mathcal{X} \) such that \( f_{pk,x}(u) = f_{pk,x}(u') \). Formally, we require that for any PPT attacker \( A \) we have:

\[
\Pr \left[ f_{pk,x}(u) = f_{pk,x}(u') \mid u, u' \in \mathcal{U}, x, x' \in \mathcal{X}, x \neq x' \right] \leq \text{negl}(\lambda).
\]

3.2 Construction: Basic Algorithms and Security

We begin by describing the basic HTDF algorithms for key-generation, computing the function \( f_{pk,x} \), and inverting it using \( sk \). We prove the security of the scheme. Then, in Section 3.3 we show how to perform homomorphic operations.

---

6 More precisely, \( g \) is a function description in some specified format. In our case, this will always be either a boolean or an arithmetic circuit. For simplicity we often say “function \( g \)” but refer to a specific representation of the function.

7 Recall, we use this as shorthand for “\((pk, sk) \in \text{the support of HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)\)”.

---
**Parameters.** Our scheme will be defined by a flexible parameter $d = d(\lambda) = \text{poly}(\lambda)$ which roughly determines the level of homomorphism. We choose parameters:

$$n, m, q, \beta_{\text{SIS}}, \beta_{\text{max}}, \beta_{\text{init}}$$

depending on $\lambda$ and $d$. We do so by setting $\beta_{\text{max}} := 2^{\omega(\log \lambda) d}$, $\beta_{\text{SIS}} := 2^{\omega(\log \lambda) \beta_{\text{max}}}$. Then choose an integer $n = \text{poly}(\lambda)$ and a prime $q = 2^{\text{poly}(\lambda)} > \beta_{\text{SIS}}$ as small as possible so that the SIS($n, m, q, \beta_{\text{SIS}}$) assumption holds for all $m = \text{poly}(\lambda)$. Finally, let $m^* = m^*(n, q) := O(n \log q, \beta_{\text{sam}} := O(n \sqrt{\log q})$ be the parameters required by the trapdoor algorithms as in Lemma 2.2, and set $m = \max\{m^*, n \log q + \omega(\log \lambda)\} = \text{poly}(\lambda)$ and $\beta_{\text{init}} := \beta_{\text{sam}} = \text{poly}(\lambda)$. Note that $n, m, \log q$ all depend (polynomially) on $\lambda, d$.

**Construction of HTDF.** Let the algorithms TrapGen, SamPre, Sam, and the matrix $G$ be as defined in Lemma 2.2.

- Define the domains $\mathcal{X} = \mathbb{Z}_q$ and $\mathcal{V} = \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times m}$. Let $\mathcal{U} = \{U \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times m} : \|U\|_\infty \leq \beta_{\text{max}}\}$. We define the distribution $U \leftarrow D_{\mathcal{U}}$ to sample $U \leftarrow \text{Sam}(1^m, 1^n, q)$ as in Lemma 2.2, so that $\|U\|_\infty \leq \beta_{\text{init}}$.
- $(pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$: Select $(A, td) \leftarrow \text{TrapGen}(1^n, 1^m, q)$. Set $pk := A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ and $sk = td$.
- Define $f_{pk, x}(U) \overset{\text{def}}{=} A \cdot U + x \cdot G$. Note that, although the function $f$ is well-defined on all of $\mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times m}$, we restrict the legal domain of $f$ to the subset $\mathcal{U} \subseteq \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times m}$.
- Define $U \leftarrow \text{Inv}_{sk, x}(V)$ to output $U \leftarrow \text{SamPre}(A, V - x \cdot G, td)$.

We define the noise-level $\beta$ of a value $U \in \mathcal{U}$ as $\beta = \|U\|_\infty$. We note that all efficiency aspects of the scheme (run-time of procedures, sizes of keys/inputs/outputs, etc.) depend polynomially on $\lambda$ and on the flexible parameter $d$.

**Distributional Equivalence of Inversion.** Let $(pk = A, sk = td) \leftarrow \text{HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$, and let $x \in \mathcal{X}$ be an arbitrary random variable that depends on $(pk, sk)$. Let $U \leftarrow D_{\mathcal{U}}$, $V = A U + x \cdot G = f_{pk, x}(U)$, $V' \leftarrow \mathcal{V}$, $U' \leftarrow \{\text{Inv}_{sk, x}(V') = \text{SamPre}(A, V' - x \cdot G, td)\}$. Then we need to show:

$$(pk = A, sk = td, x, U, V = A U + x G) \overset{\text{stat}}{\approx} (pk = A, sk = td, x, U', V')$$  (1)

Lemma 2.2, part (2) tells us that:

$$(A, td, U, AU) \overset{\text{stat}}{\approx} (A, td, U', V' + x \cdot G)$$  (2)

by noticing that $(V' - x \cdot G)$ is just uniformly random. Equation (1) follows from (2) by applying the same function to both sides: append a sample $x$ from the correct correlated distribution given $(A, td)$ and subtract $x \cdot G$ from the last component.
We now define the algorithms $HTDF$. We now prove the security of our HTDF construction under the SIS assumption.

**Theorem 3.1.** Assuming the $SIS(n, m, q, \beta_{SIS})$-assumption holds for the described parameter choices, the given scheme satisfies HTDF security.

**Proof.** Assume that $\mathcal{A}$ is some PPT attacker that wins the HTDF security game for the above scheme with non-negligible probability. Let us modify the HTDF game so that, instead of choosing $(\mathcal{A}, td) \leftarrow \text{TrapGen}(1^n, 1^m, q)$ and setting $pk := \mathcal{A}$ and $sk = td$, we just choose $\mathcal{A} \triangleleft \mathbb{Z}^{n \times m}$ uniformly at random. Notice that $sk = td$ is never used anywhere in the original HTDF game. Therefore, this modification is statistically indistinguishable by the security of $\text{TrapGen}$ (see Lemma 2.2, part (2)). In particular, the probability of $\mathcal{A}$ winning the modified game remains non-negligible.

We now show that an attacker who wins the modified HTDF game can be used to solve the SIS problem. The reduction uses the challenge matrix $A$ of the SIS problem as the public key $pk = A$ and runs the attacker $\mathcal{A}$. Assume the attacker $\mathcal{A}$ wins the modified HTDF game with the values $U, U' \in \mathcal{U}$ and $x \neq x' \in \mathcal{X}$ such that $f_{pk,x}(U) = f_{pk,x'}(U')$. Let $U^* := U' - U$ and $x^* = (x - x')$. Then:

$$f_{pk,x}(U) = AU + xG = AU' + x'G = f_{pk,x'}(U') \Rightarrow AU^* = x^*G$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Moreover, since $U, U' \in \mathcal{U}$, we have $||U||_\infty, ||U'||_\infty \leq \beta_{max}$ and therefore $||U^*||_\infty \leq 2\beta_{max}$. Moreover, since $x \neq x'$, we have $x^* \neq 0$.

We now show that knowledge of a “small” $U^*$ and some $x^* \neq 0$ satisfying the right hand side of equation (3) can be used to find a solution to the SIS problem. Sample $r \leftarrow \{0,1\}^m$, set $z := Ar$ and compute $r' = G^{-1}(z/x^*)$ so that $r' \in \{0,1\}^m$ and $x^*Gr' = z$. Then

$$A(U^*r' - r) = (AU^*)r' - Ar = x^*Gr' - Ar = z - z = 0.$$ 

Therefore, letting $u := U^*r' - r$, we have $Au = 0$ and $||u||_\infty \leq (2m + 1)\beta_{max} \leq \beta_{SIS}$. It remains to show that $u \neq 0$, or equivalently, that $r \neq U^*r'$. We use an entropy argument to show that this holds with overwhelming probability over the random choice of $r$, even if we fix some worst-case choice of $A, U^*, x^*$. Notice that $r \leftarrow \{0,1\}^m$ is chosen uniformly at random, but $r'$ depends on $z = Ar$. Nevertheless $z$ is too small to reveal much information about $r$ and therefore cannot be used to predict $r$. In particular

$$H_\infty(r | r') \geq H_\infty(r | Ar) \geq m - n \log q = \omega(\log \lambda)$$ 

where the first inequality follows since $r'$ is chosen deterministically based on $z = Ar$, and the second inequality follows from Lemma 2.1. Therefore, $\Pr[r = U^* \cdot r'] \leq 2m - n \log q \leq \text{negl}(\lambda)$. So, with overwhelming probability, whenever $\mathcal{A}$ wins the modified HTDF game, the reduction finds a valid solution to the $SIS(n, m, q, \beta_{SIS})$-problem. This concludes the proof. \qed

### 3.3 Construction: Homomorphic Evaluation and Noise Growth

We now define the algorithms $HTDF.Eval^{in}$, $HTDF.Eval^{out}$ with the syntax

$$U^* := HTDF.Eval^{in}(g, (x_1, U_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, U_\ell)) \quad V^* := HTDF.Eval^{out}(g, V_1, \ldots, V_\ell).$$
Our approach closely follows the techniques of [GSW13, BGG+14]. As a basic building block, we consider homomorphic evaluation for certain base functions \( g \) which we think of as basic gates in an arithmetic circuit: addition, multiplication, addition-with-constant and multiplication-by-constant. These functions are complete and can be composed to evaluate an arbitrary arithmetic circuit. Let the matrices \( U_i \) have noise-levels bounded by \( \beta_i \).

- Let \( g(x_1, x_2) = x_1 + x_2 \) be an addition gate. The algorithms \( \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}, \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}} \) respectively compute:
  \[
  U^* := U_1 + U_2, \quad V^* := V_1 + V_2.
  \]
  The matrix \( U^* \) has noise level \( \beta^* \leq \beta_1 + \beta_2 \). We remark that, in this case, the algorithm \( \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}} \) ignores the values \( x_1, x_2 \).

- Let \( g(x_1, x_2) = x_1 \cdot x_2 \) be a multiplication gate. Let \( R = G^{-1}(V_1) \) so that \( R \in \{0,1\}^{m \times m} \) and \( GR = -V_1 \). The algorithms \( \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}, \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}} \) respectively compute:
  \[
  U^* := x_2 \cdot U_1 + U_2 G^{-1}(V_1), \quad V^* := V_2 \cdot G^{-1}(V_1).
  \]
  The matrix \( U^* \) has noise level \( \beta^* \leq |x_2|\beta_1 + m\beta_2 \). Note that the noise growth is asymmetric and the order of \( x_1, x_2 \) matters. To keep the noise level low, we require that \( |x_2| \) is small.

- Let \( g(x) = x + a \) be addition-with-constant gate, for the constant \( a \in \mathbb{Z}_q \). The algorithms \( \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}, \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}} \) respectively compute:
  \[
  U^* := U_1, \quad V^* := V_1 + a \cdot G.
  \]
  It’s easy to see that the noise-level \( \beta^* = \beta_1 \) stays the same.

- Let \( g(x) = a \cdot x \) be a multiplication-by-constant gate for the constant \( a \in \mathbb{Z}_q \). We give two alternative methods that homomorphically compute \( g \) with different noise growth. In the first method, the algorithms \( \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}, \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}} \) respectively compute:
  \[
  U^* := a \cdot U_1, \quad V^* := a \cdot V_1.
  \]
  The noise level is \( \beta^* = |a|\beta_1 \), and therefore this method requires that \( a \) is small. In the second method, the algorithms \( \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}, \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}} \) respectively compute:
  \[
  U^* := U \cdot G^{-1}(a \cdot G), \quad V^* := V \cdot G^{-1}(a \cdot G).
  \]
  The noise level is \( \beta^* \leq m \cdot \beta_1 \), and is therefore independent of the size of \( a \).

It is a simple exercise to check that, whenever the inputs \( U_i, V_i \) satisfy \( V_i = f_{pk,x_i}(U_i) \) then the above homomorphic evaluation procedures ensure that \( f_{pk,g(x_1, \ldots, x_2)}(U^*) = V^* \). The above gate operations can be composed to compute any function \( g \) expressed as an arithmetic circuit. Therefore, the only limitation is the growth of the noise-level. In particular, if the noise-level of \( U^* \) is \( \beta^* \geq \beta_{\text{max}} \) then \( U^* \notin \mathcal{U} \) is not a valid input.
Noise Growth and Bounded-Depth Circuits. The noise growth of the above homomorphic operations is fairly complex to describe in its full generality since it depends on the (size of) the inputs $x_i$, the order in which operations are performed etc. However, we can give bounds on the noise growth for the case of boolean circuits composed of NAND gates, and certain restricted arithmetic circuits.

Let $g$ be a boolean circuit of depth $d$ composed of NAND gates over inputs $x_i \in \{0,1\}$. For $x_1, x_2 \in \{0,1\}$ we can define an arithmetic-gate $\text{NAND}(x_1, x_2) \overset{\text{def}}{=} 1 - x_1 \cdot x_2$. If $U_1, U_2$ have noise-levels $\leq \beta$, then $U^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{init}}(\text{NAND}, (x_1, U_1), (x_2, U_2))$ will have a noise-level $\beta^* \leq (m+1)\beta$. Therefore if we compute $U^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{init}}(g, (x_1, U_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, U_\ell))$ and the inputs $U_i$ have noise-levels $\beta_{\text{init}}$, then the noise-level of $U^*$ will be $\beta^* \leq \beta_{\text{init}} \cdot (m + 1)^d \leq 2^{O(\log \lambda) \cdot d} \leq \beta_{\text{max}}$. This shows that, with the parameters we chose, any depth-$d$ boolean circuit $g$ is admissible over any choice of boolean indices $x_i \in \{0,1\}$.

More generally, let $g$ be an arithmetic circuit of depth $d$ consisting of fan-in-$t$ addition gates, fan-in-2 multiplication gates, addition-with-constant, and multiplication-by-constant gates. Moreover, assume that for each fan-in-2 multiplication gate we are guaranteed that at least one input $x_b$ is of size $|x_b| \leq p$, where $p = \text{poly}(\lambda)$, $t = \text{poly}(\lambda)$ are some fixed polynomials in the security parameter. Evaluating each such gate increases the noise level by a multiplicative factor of at most $\max\{t, (p + m)\} = \text{poly}(\lambda)$, $\beta_{\text{init}}$ to $g$ have noise-levels $\beta_{\text{init}}$, then the noise-level of $U^* := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{init}}(g, (x_1, U_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, U_\ell))$ is bounded by $\beta_{\text{init}} \cdot \beta_{\text{max}} \cdot \text{poly}(\lambda) \cdot d \leq 2^{O(\log \lambda) \cdot d} \leq \beta_{\text{max}}$. This shows that any such computation is admissible.

We mention that both of the above analyses are overly restrictive/pessimistic and we may be able to compute some function with lower noise growth than suggested above.

4 Fully Homomorphic Signatures (Single Dataset)

Roadmap. We now show how to construct fully homomorphic signatures from HTDFs as a black box. We do so in several stages.

We begin by defining and constructing homomorphic signatures that can only be used to sign a single dataset. We also initially only consider selective security, where the data to be signed is chosen by an attacker prior to seeing the public parameters of the scheme. In Section 4.2 we show how to construct such schemes in the standard model, albeit with large public parameters whose size exceeds the maximal size of the dataset to be signed. The public parameters are just uniformly random and therefore, in the random oracle model, we can easily compress them to get a scheme with short public parameters. We also show that the latter scheme can be proven secure in the standard model under a simple-to-state and falsifiable (but non-standard) assumptions on hash functions.

In Section 4.4 we then show a generic transformation that combines a homomorphic signature scheme with selective security and an HTDF to get a homomorphic signature scheme with full security. Finally, in Section 5 we define multi-data signatures where the signer can sign many different datasets under different labels. We give a generic transformation from single-data homomorphic signatures to multi-data ones. Both of these transformations work in the standard model and preserve the efficiency of the underlying scheme. (In Appendix A, we also give an alternate transformation which yields a simpler construction of a multi-data scheme with full security in the RO model.) Lastly, in Section 6 we show how to make the signature schemes context hiding.
4.1 Definition

A single-data homomorphic signature scheme consists of poly-time algorithms (PrmsGen, KeyGen, Sign, Verify, Process, SignEval) with the following syntax.

- \( \text{prms} \leftarrow \text{PrmsGen}(1^λ, 1^N) \): Gets the security parameter \( λ \) and a data-size bound \( N \). Generates public parameters \( \text{prms} \). The security parameter also defines the message space \( \mathcal{X} \).
- \( (pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^λ, \text{prms}) \): Gets the security parameter \( λ \). Generates a verification/secret keys \( pk, sk \).
- \( (σ_1, \ldots, σ_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}_sk(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \): Signs some data \( (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \in \mathcal{X}^N \).
- \( σ^* \leftarrow \text{SignEval}_{\text{prms}}(g, ((x_1, σ_1), \ldots, (x_ℓ, σ_ℓ))) \): Homomorphically computes a signature \( σ^* \).
- \( α_g \leftarrow \text{Process}_{\text{prms}}(g) \): Homomorphically computes a “public-key” \( α_g \) for the function \( g \) from the public parameters.
- \( \text{Verify}_{pk}(α_g, y, σ) \): Verifies that \( y \) is indeed the output of \( g \) by checking the signature \( σ \) against \( α_g \). We use these algorithms to implicitly define the “combined verification procedure”:
  \[ \text{Verify}^*_{pk}(g, y, σ) : \{ \text{Compute } α_g \leftarrow \text{Process}_{\text{prms}}(g) \text{ and output } \text{Verify}_{pk}(α_g, y, σ) \}. \]

We can think of \( \text{Process}, \text{Verify} \) as a component of the combined verification procedure \( \text{Verify}^* \), but it will be useful to define them separately. In particular, we will think of the \( \text{Process} \) algorithm as “pre-processing” a function \( g \). The computational complexity of this step can depend on the circuit size of \( g \) but it can be performed offline prior to seeing the signature \( σ \) or even the verification key \( pk \). The public-key \( α_g \) for the function \( g \) can be small and the “online verification” procedure \( \text{Verify}_{pk}(α_g, y, σ) \) can be fast, with size/time independent of \( g \).

**Signing Correctness.** Let \( \text{id}_i : \mathcal{X}^N \rightarrow \mathcal{X} \) be a canonical description of the function \( \text{id}_i(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) (i.e., a circuit consisting of a single wire taking the \( i \)th input to the output.) We require that any \( \text{prms} \in \text{PrmsGen}(1^λ, 1^N) \), any \( (pk, sk) \in \text{KeyGen}(1^λ, \text{prms}) \), any \( (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \in \mathcal{X}^N \) and any \( (σ_1, \ldots, σ_N) \in \text{Sign}_sk(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) must satisfy \( \text{Verify}^*_{pk}(\text{id}_i, x_i, σ_i) = \text{accept} \). In other words, \( σ_i \) certifies \( x_i \) as the \( i \)th data item.

**Evaluation Correctness.** We require that for any \( \text{prms} \in \text{PrmsGen}(1^λ, 1^N) \), any \( (pk, sk) \in \text{KeyGen}(1^λ, \text{prms}) \), any \( (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \in \mathcal{X}^N \) and any \( (σ_1, \ldots, σ_N) \in \text{Sign}_sk(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) and any \( g : \mathcal{X}^N \rightarrow \mathcal{X} \), we have:

\[
\text{Verify}^*_{pk}(g, g(x_1, \ldots, x_N), σ^*) = \text{accept}.
\]

(4)

where \( σ^* := \text{SignEval}_{\text{prms}}(g, ((x_1, σ_1), \ldots, (x_N, σ_N))) \). Moreover, we require correctness for composed evaluation of several different functions. For any \( h_1, \ldots, h_ℓ \) with \( h_i : \mathcal{X}^N \rightarrow \mathcal{X} \) and any \( g : \mathcal{X}^ℓ \rightarrow \mathcal{X} \) define the composition \( (g \circ h) : \mathcal{X}^N \rightarrow \mathcal{X} \) by \( (g \circ h)(x) = g(h_1(x), \ldots, h_ℓ(x)) \). We require that for any \( (x_1, \ldots, x_ℓ) \in \mathcal{X}^ℓ \) and any \( (σ_1, \ldots, σ_ℓ) \):

\[
\{ \text{Verify}^*_{pk}(h_i, x_i, σ_i) = \text{accept} \} \Rightarrow \text{Verify}^*_{pk}((g \circ h), g(x_1, \ldots, x_ℓ), σ^*) = \text{accept}.
\]

(5)
In other words, if the signatures \( \sigma_i \) certify \( x_i \) as the output of \( h_i \), then \( \sigma^* \) certifies \( g(x_1, \ldots, x_\ell) \) as the output of \( g \circ h \). Notice that (4) follows from (5) and the correctness of signing by setting \( h_i \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{id}_i \).

**Relaxing Correctness for Leveled Schemes.** In a *leveled* fully homomorphic scheme, each signature \( \sigma_i \) will have some associated “noise-level” \( \beta_i \). The initial signatures produced by \((\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}_{sk}(x_1, \ldots, x_N)\) will have a “small” noise-level \( \beta_{\text{init}} \). The noise-level \( \beta^* \) of the homomorphically computed signature \( \sigma^* := \text{SignEval}_{prms}(g, ((x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, \sigma_\ell))) \) depends on the noise-levels \( \beta_i \) of the signatures \( \sigma_i \), the function \( g \) and the messages \( x_i \). If the noise level \( \beta^* \) of \( \sigma^* \) exceeds some threshold \( \beta_{\text{max}} \), then the above correctness requirements need not hold. This will limit the type of functions that can be evaluated. A function \( g \) is *admissible* on the values \( x_1, \ldots, x_\ell \) if, whenever the signatures \( \sigma_i \) have noise-levels \( \beta_i \leq \beta_{\text{init}} \), then \( \sigma^* \) will have noise-level \( \beta^* \leq \beta_{\text{max}} \).

**Security Game.** We define the security of homomorphic signatures via the following game between an attacker \( A \) and a challenger:

- The challenger samples \( prms \leftarrow \text{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N) \) and \((pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda, prms)\) and gives \( prms, pk \) to the adversary.
- The attacker \( A(1^\lambda) \) chooses data \((x_1, \ldots, x_N) \in X^*\) and sends it to the challenger.
- The challenger computes \((\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}_{sk}(x_1, \ldots, x_N)\) and gives the signatures \((\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N)\) to \( A \).
- The attacker \( A \) chooses a function \( g : X^N \to X \) and values \( y', \sigma' \). Let \( y := g(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \). The attacker wins if all of the following hold: (1) \( g \) is admissible on the values \( x_1, \ldots, x_N \), (2) \( y' \neq y \), and (3) \( \text{Verify}^*_pk(g, y', \sigma') = \text{accept} \).

We say a homomorphic signature scheme is *fully secure* if for all PPT \( A \), we have \( \Pr[A \text{ wins }] \leq \text{negl}(\lambda) \) in the above game.

**Remarks.** We point out some extensions and relaxations of the definition that we also consider in this work.

- **Selective Security.** We will also consider a *selective security* game for single-data homomorphic signatures, where the attacker chooses the data \( x_1, \ldots, x_N \) to be signed before seeing \( prms \) and \( pk \). This is a natural security notion for the typical use-case where the user samples \( prms, pk, sk \) and signs the data in one step and therefore the data will not depend on \( prms, pk \). We first show our basic construction satisfying *selective security*. We then show a generic transformation from a *selectively secure* scheme to a scheme satisfying *full security*.

- **Adaptive Individual Data Item Queries.** It is possible to extend the syntax of homomorphic signature schemes to also allow the user to sign different data items \( x_i \) individually with respect to their position \( i \), rather than having to specify the entire dataset vector \((x_1, \ldots, x_N)\) all at at once. It is easy to see that our construction in Section 4.2 allows this. In this case, we can also extend our definition of full adaptive security to allow an adversary to query for
signatures of individual data items \( x_i \) adaptively, after seeing the signatures of other items. It is easy to see that our transformation from selective to fully adaptive security in Section 4.4
achieves this notion of security (with minimal syntactic changes to the proof). A similar extension can also be added to the setting of multiple-data sets as defined in Section 5. In this case, the user would be able to sign an individual data-item \( x_i \) with respect to position \( i \) of a dataset with label \( \tau \). Again it is easy to see that our construction in Section 5 allows for this and achieves full adaptive security in this setting.

- **Verification and Admissible Functions.** We note that, under the above definition, security only holds when verifying a function \( g \) which is admissible on the signed values \( x_1, \ldots, x_N \), but the verifier does not know these values. Therefore, we require some convention on the types of values \( x_i \) that the signer will sign and the type of functions \( g \) that the verifier is willing to verify to ensure that the function is admissible on the signed values. For example, our eventual construction ensures that if \( g \) is a boolean circuit of depth \( \leq d \) then it is admissible on all boolean inputs with \( x_i \in \{0,1\} \subseteq X \). Therefore, by convention, we can restrict the signer to only sign values \( x_i \in \{0,1\} \) and the verifier to only verify functions \( g \) that are boolean circuits of depth \( \leq d \). Other combinations (e.g., \( x_i \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) and \( g \) is an affine function) are also possible and therefore we leave this decision to the users of the scheme rather than its specification.

### 4.2 Basic Construction

Let \( \mathcal{F} = (\mathrm{HTDF.} \mathrm{KeyGen}, f, \mathrm{Inv}, \mathrm{HTDF.} \mathrm{Eval}^{\text{in}}, \mathrm{HTDF.} \mathrm{Eval}^{\text{out}}) \) be an HTDF with index-space \( X \), input space \( U \), output space \( V \) and an input distribution \( D_U \). We construct a signature scheme \( S = (\mathrm{PrmsGen}, \mathrm{KeyGen}, \mathrm{Sign}, \mathrm{Verify}, \mathrm{Process}, \mathrm{SignEval}) \) with message space \( X \) as follows.

- \( \mathrm{prms} \leftarrow \mathrm{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N) : \) Choose \( v_1, \ldots, v_N \) by sampling \( v_i \leftarrow V \). Output \( \mathrm{prms} = (v_1, \ldots, v_N) \).
- \( (pk, sk) \leftarrow \mathrm{KeyGen}(1^\lambda, \mathrm{prms}) : \) Choose \( (pk', sk') \leftarrow \mathrm{HTDF.} \mathrm{KeyGen}(1^\lambda) \) and set \( pk = pk', sk = (\mathrm{prms}, sk') \).
- \( (\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \mathrm{Sign}_{sk}(x_1, \ldots, x_N) : \) Sample \( u_i \leftarrow \mathrm{Inv}_{sk', x_i}(v_i) \) and set \( \sigma_i := u_i \) for \( i \in [N] \).
- \( \sigma^* = \mathrm{SignEval}_{pk}(g, (x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_N, \sigma_N)) : \) Run \( \mathrm{HTDF.} \mathrm{Eval}^{\text{in}}_{pk'} \) procedure of the HTDF.
- \( \alpha_g \leftarrow \mathrm{Process}_{\mathrm{prms}}(g) : \) Compute \( \alpha_g := \mathrm{HTDF.} \mathrm{Eval}^{\text{out}}_{pk'}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_N) \).
- \( \mathrm{Verify}_{pk}(\alpha_g, y, \sigma) : \) If \( f_{pk', y}(\sigma) = \alpha_g \) accept, else reject.

**Remarks.** (I) We can think of \( \mathrm{prms} = (v_1, \ldots, v_N) \) as public parameters that can be fixed for all users of the scheme. Each user’s individual public/secret key then only consists of the small values \( pk', sk' \). (II) Although we describe the signing procedure as signing the values \( x_1, \ldots, x_N \) in one shot, it’s easy to see that we can also sign the values \( x_i \) completely independently (e.g., at different times) without needing to keep any state beyond knowing the index \( i \) by setting \( \sigma_i \leftarrow \mathrm{Inv}_{sk', x_i}(v_i) \). (III) We note that if the function \( g \) only “touches” a small subset of the inputs \( i \in [N] \) then the pre-processing step \( \mathrm{Process}_{\mathrm{prms}}(g) \) only needs to read the corresponding values \( v_i \) from the public parameters. The run-time of this step can therefore be sub-linear in \( N \) and only depends on the size of the circuit \( g \) (ignoring unused input wires). (IV) The efficiency of the scheme is inherited
from that of the HTDF. Note that, although the pre-processing step $\text{Process}_{\text{prms}}(g)$ requires running HTDF.Eval, the online verification step can be much more efficient. For our HTDF construction, it will only depend on the size of $\sigma, \alpha_g$ which only scale with the depth but not the size of the circuit $g$.

**Correctness and Security.** It’s easy to see that correctness of signing and correctness of (lev-eled) homomorphic evaluation for the signature scheme $S$ follow from the correctness properties of the underlying (lev-eled) HTDF $F$. In a leveled scheme, the noise-level of signatures $\sigma_i = u_i$ is just defined as its noise-level of the HTDF input $u_i$. The initial noise-level $\beta_{\text{init}}$, the maximal noise level $\beta_{\text{max}}$, and the set of admissible functions is the same in $S$ and in $F$. We are left to prove security.

**Theorem 4.1.** Assuming $F$ satisfies HTDF security, the signature scheme $S$ satisfies single-data security of homomorphic signatures.

**Proof.** Assume that an adversary $A$ has a non-negligible advantage in the single-data security game with the scheme $S$. In the game, the attacker $A$ selects some data $x_1, \ldots, x_N \in \mathcal{X}$ and gets back $\text{prms} = (v_1, \ldots, v_N)$, $pk'$ and $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N$, where $(pk', sk') \leftarrow \text{HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$, $v_i \leftarrow \mathcal{V}$ and $\sigma_i = u_i \leftarrow \text{Invm}_{sk', x_i}(v_i)$. Let us modify the game by choosing $u_i \leftarrow D_{\mathcal{U}}$ and setting $v_i := f_{pk', x_i}(u_i)$. This change is statistically indistinguishable by the “Distributional Equivalence of Inversion” property of the HTDF.\footnote{Technically, this requires $N$ hybrid arguments where we switch how each $u_i, v_i$ is sampled one-by-one. In each hybrid, we rely on the fact that indistinguishability holds even given $sk'$ to sample the rest of the values $u_j, v_j$.} Therefore $A$ wins the modified games with non-negligible probability.

We now give a polynomial-time reduction that takes any attacker $A$ having a non-negligible advantage in the above modified game, and use it to break HTDF security of $F$ with the same advantage. The reduction gets a challenge public key $pk'$ and chooses the values $u_i, v_i$ as in the modified game (without knowing $sk'$) and gives these values to $A$. Assume the attacker $A$ wins the modified game by choosing some admissible function $g : \mathcal{X}^N \rightarrow \mathcal{X}$ on $x_1, \ldots, x_N$ and some values $y', \sigma' = u'$. Let $y := g(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$, $\alpha_g := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}}_{pk'}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_N)$, $u := \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}_{pk'}(g, (x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_N, \sigma_N))$. Then, since the signature $\sigma'$ verifies, we have $f_{pk', y'}(u') = \alpha_g$. On the other hand, since $g$ is an admissible function, the correctness of homomorphic evaluation ensures that $f_{pk', y}(u) = \alpha_g$. Therefore, the values $u, u' \in \mathcal{U}$ and $y \neq y' \in \mathcal{X}$ satisfy $f_{pk', y}(u) = f_{pk', y'}(u')$, allowing the reduction to break HTDF security whenever $A$ wins the modified game.

\[ \Box \]

**4.3 A Scheme with Short Public Parameters**

We can adapt the above construction to get a scheme with short public parameters in the random oracle model. Instead of choosing $\text{prms} = (v_1, \ldots, v_N)$, with $v_i \leftarrow \mathcal{V}$ taken uniformly at random from the output space of the HTDF, we can set $\text{prms} = r$ for some small $r \leftarrow \{0, 1\}^\lambda$ and implicitly define $v_i = H(r, i)$ where $H : \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$ is a hash function modeled as a random oracle. The rest of the algorithms remain unchanged. It is easy to see that the same security proof as above goes through for this scheme in the random-oracle mode.

Moreover, we can define a standard-model assumption on the hash function $H$ under which we can prove the above scheme secure. The assumption is falsifiable and simple-to-state, but it is not a standard assumption. It ties together the security of the hash function $H$ with that of the underlying HTDF $F$.\footnote{Technically, this requires $N$ hybrid arguments where we switch how each $u_i, v_i$ is sampled one-by-one. In each hybrid, we rely on the fact that indistinguishability holds even given $sk'$ to sample the rest of the values $u_j, v_j$.}
Definition 4.2. Let $F = (\text{HTDF.KeyGen}, f, \text{Inv}, \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{in}}, \text{HTDF.Eval}^{\text{out}})$ be an HTDF with index-space $\mathcal{X}$, input space $\mathcal{U}$, output space $\mathcal{V}$ and an input distribution $D_{\mathcal{U}}$. Let $H : \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$ be a hash function. We say that $H$ is inversion unhelpful for $F$ if for any PPT adversary $A$ the probability of $A(1^\lambda)$ winning the following game is negligible in $\lambda$:

- Adversary $A$ chooses values $x_1, \ldots, x_N$ with $x_i \in \mathcal{X}$.
- Challenger chooses $(pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{HTDF.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$, $r \leftarrow \{0,1\}^\lambda$. For $i = 1, \ldots, N$, it computes $v_i = H(r, i)$, $u_i \leftarrow \text{Inv}_{sk, x_i}(v_i)$. It gives $(pk, r, u_1, \ldots, u_N)$ to $A$.
- Adversary $A$ outputs $u, u' \in \mathcal{U}$ and $x \neq x' \in \mathcal{X}$ and wins if $f_{pk, x}(u) = f_{pk, x'}(u')$.

Essentially, the above says that $H$ is inversion unhelpful for $F$ is seeing the inverses $u_i \leftarrow \text{Inv}_{sk, x_i}(H(r, i))$ for $x_i$ chosen adversarially but non-adaptively and $r$ random, does not help the attacker in coming up with a claw for $F$.

It is easy to see that the random-oracle construction outlined above is secure as long as the function $H$ is inversion unhelpful for $F$. The proof follows the proof of security of our basic construction in Section 4.2, with the only difference that the reduction sets the values $v_i = H(r, i)$ and the signatures $\sigma_i = u_i$ by getting $r$ and $\{u_i\}$ from the challenger in the above inversion-unhelpful security game.

It is also easy to see that if $H$ is modeled as random oracle, then it is inversion-unhelpful for any HTDF $F$. This is because we can “program” the outputs $H(r, i)$ to values $v_i = f_{pk, x_i}(u_i)$ for $u_i \leftarrow D_{\mathcal{U}}$ and then invert $v_i$ to $u_i$ without knowing the secret key $sk$ of the HTDF. Therefore, seeing such inverses $u_i$ cannot help the adversary in finding a claw.

We note that the above inversion-unhelpful assumption is simpler to state than simply assuming the resulting signature scheme is secure. In particular, the assumption does not depend on any homomorphic properties, the adversary does not get to choose a function of his choice, the challenger does not have to perform any homomorphic evaluations etc. Also, having such an assumption sets some contrast between the above homomorphic signature scheme with short parameters in the Random-Oracle model and a generic construction of homomorphic signatures based on SNARKs in the Random-Oracle model (see introduction). For the latter, we either need to rely on SNARK security, which is not a falsifiable assumption, or we could instead simply assume that the full signature scheme construction in the random-oracle model is secure but, since the construction of SNARKs is complex and involves heavy PCP machinery, this assumptions would be far from simple-to-state.

4.4 From Selective Security to Full Security

We now show how to construct a fully secure homomorphic signature scheme from any selectively secure scheme and an HTDF. On a high level, the transformation is similar to the use of chameleon hashing to go from security against selective chosen-message queries (e.g., the signing queries are all made ahead of time) to adaptive chosen-message security [KR00]. However, to make this work with homomorphic signatures, we would need the chameleon hash to also be homomorphic. Fortunately, HTDFs can be thought of as providing exactly such primitive.

In more detail, to sign some data $x_1, \ldots, x_N$ under the new signature scheme, we first choose random values $v_1, \ldots, v_N$ from the output of the HTDF, then we sign the values $v_i$ under the selectively secure scheme to get signatures $\sigma_i$ and finally we compute $u_i \leftarrow \text{Inv}_{sk, x_i}(v_i)$ and give out
the signature $\sigma_i = (v_i, u_i, \overline{\sigma}_i)$. To homomorphically evaluate some function $g$ over such signatures we (1) run the input/output homomorphic computation the HTDF to compute values $u^*, v^*$ so that $u^*$ is an “opening” of $v^*$ to the message $g(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$ and (2) we run the homomorphic evaluation of the signature scheme to compute a signature $\overline{\sigma}^*$ which certifies that $v^*$ was computed correctly.

Security comes from the fact that values $v_i$ signed under the selectively secure signature scheme are chosen uniformly at random and therefore non-adaptively. By the selective security of the underlying signature, this shows that an attacker cannot give the “wrong” $v^*$ in his forgery. On the other hand, by the claw-free security of the HTDF, the attacker also cannot open the “right” $v^*$ to the “wrong” message as this would produce a claw on the HTDF.

**Construction.** Let $\mathcal{F} = (\text{HTDF}.\text{KeyGen}, f, \text{Inv}, \text{HTDF}.\text{Eval}^{\text{in}}, \text{HTDF}.\text{Eval}^{\text{out}})$ be an HTDF with index-space $\mathcal{X}$, input space $\mathcal{U}$, output space $\mathcal{V}$ and an input distribution $D_U$. Let $\mathcal{S}^\prime = (\text{PrmsGen}', \text{KeyGen}', \text{Sign}', \text{Verify}', \text{Process}', \text{SignEval}')$ be a selectively secure homomorphic signature scheme. Without loss of generality and for simplicity of exposition, we will assume that the message space of $\mathcal{S}$ under the selectively-secure signature scheme $\text{Sign}$ is the same as the output space $\mathcal{V}$ of the HTDF (we can always represent the values $v \in \mathcal{V}$ as bits and sign them bit-by-bit if this is not the case). For a function $g : \mathcal{X}^\ell \rightarrow \mathcal{X}$ we define a corresponding function $g' : \mathcal{V}^\ell \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$ as $g'(v_1, \ldots, v_\ell) = \text{HTDF}.\text{Eval}^{\text{out}}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_\ell)$.

- $\text{prms} \leftarrow \text{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N)$: Use the selectively secure signature scheme $\text{prms} \leftarrow \text{PrmsGen}'(1^\lambda, 1^N)$.

- $(pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda, \text{prms})$: Choose

$$
(pk_h, sk_h) \leftarrow \text{HTDF}.\text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda), \quad (pk', sk') \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}'(1^\lambda, \text{prms}).
$$

Set $pk = (pk_h, pk')$, $sk = (sk_h, sk')$.

- $(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}_{sk}(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$:

  - For each $i \in [N]$: sample $v_i \leftarrow \mathcal{V}$, $u_i \leftarrow \text{Inv}_{sk_h, x_i}(v_i)$.

  - Compute $(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}_{sk}'(v_1, \ldots, v_N)$.

  - Set $\sigma_i = (v_i, u_i, \overline{\sigma}_i)$.

- $\sigma^* = \text{SignEval}_{pk}(g, (x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, \sigma_\ell))$: Parse $\sigma_i = (v_i, u_i, \overline{\sigma}_i)$.

  - Compute $v^* := \text{HTDF}.\text{Eval}^{\text{out}}_{pk_h}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_\ell)$, $u^* := \text{HTDF}.\text{Eval}^{\text{in}}_{pk_h}(g, (x_1, u_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, u_\ell))$.

  - Compute $\overline{\sigma}^* = \text{SignEval}'_{pk'}(g', (v_1, \overline{\sigma}_1), \ldots, (v_\ell, \overline{\sigma}_\ell))$.

  - Output $\sigma^* = (v^*, u^*, \overline{\sigma}^*)$.

- $\alpha_g \leftarrow \text{Process}_{\text{prms}}(g)$: Compute $\alpha_g := \text{Process}'_{\text{prms}}(g')$.

- $\text{Verify}_{pk}(\alpha_g, y, \sigma^*)$: Parse $\sigma^* = (v^*, u^*, \overline{\sigma}^*)$. Verify that $f_{pk_h, g}(u^*) = v^*$ and $\text{Verify}'_{pk'}(\alpha_g, v^*, \overline{\sigma}^*) = \text{accept}$: if both conditions hold then accept, else reject.

**Correctness.** The correctness of the signature scheme follows readily from the correctness of $\mathcal{S}'$ and $\mathcal{F}$. A function $g$ is admissible on values $x_1, \ldots, x_N$ under the scheme $\mathcal{S}$ if it is admissible under the HTDF $\mathcal{F}$ and if the corresponding function $g'$ is also admissible over all values $(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \in \mathcal{V}^N$ under the selectively-secure signature scheme $\mathcal{S}'$. 
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Theorem 4.3. If $F$ is a secure (leveled) HTDF and $S'$ is a selectively secure (leveled) homomorphic signature scheme, then the above construction of $S$ is a fully secure (leveled) homomorphic signature scheme.

Proof. Let $A$ be some adversary in the adaptive signature security game against the scheme $S$. Let $(g, y', \sigma')$ denote the adversary’s forgery at the end of the game, and parse $\sigma' = (v', u', \sigma')$. Let $x_1, \ldots, x_N$ denote the messages chosen by the adversary in the game and $v_1, \ldots, v_N$ be the values contained in the signatures that it gets back. Let $E_1$ be the event that $A$ wins the game and $v' = HTDF.Eval_{pk_h}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_N)$. Let $E_2$ be the even that $A$ wins the game $v' \neq HTDF.Eval_{pk_h}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_N)$. The probability that $A$ wins the game is $Pr[E_1 \vee E_2] \leq Pr[E_1] + Pr[E_2]$.

Firstly, we show that $Pr[E_1]$ is negligible. We do this via a reduction breaking HTDF security of $F$ with probability $Pr[E_1]$. The reduction gets an HTDF public key $pk_h$. It chooses $(prms, pk', sk')$ for the selectively-secure signature scheme on its own and simulates the signature game for $A$ with one modification: to answer the signing query, instead of choose $v_i \leftarrow V$, $u_i \leftarrow \text{lnv}_{sk_h, x_i}(v_i)$ it chooses $u_i \leftarrow D_U$ and $v_i = f_{pk_h, x_i}(u_i)$. This change is statistically indistinguishable by the “Distributional Equivalence of Inversion” property of the HTDF. Finally, assume that $A$ outputs a forgery causing $E_1$ to occur. Let $y = g(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$ and let $u = HTDF.Eval_{pk_h}(x_1, u_1, \ldots, (x_N, u_N))$. Then $y \neq y'$ and $f_{pk,y}(u) = f_{pk,y'}(u')$. Therefore the tuple $(u, u', y, y')$ allows the reduction to break HTDF security.

Secondly, we show that $Pr[E_2]$ is negligible. We do this via reduction breaking the selective security of $S'$ with $Pr[E_2]$. The reduction starts by (non-adaptively) choosing random messages $v_1, \ldots, v_N$ with $v_i \leftarrow V$ and giving them to its challenger. It gets back $prms, pk'$ and $\overline{\sigma}_1, \ldots, \overline{\sigma}_N$. The reduction chooses its own keys $(pk_h, sk_h)$ for the HTDF and gives $(prms, (pk_h, pk'))$ to $A$. The adversary $A$ replies with messages $(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$ and the reduction computes $u_i \leftarrow \text{lnv}_{sk_h, x_i}(v_i)$ and gives back the values $\sigma_i = (v_i, u_i, \overline{\sigma}_i)$ to $A$. Finally, assume that $A$ outputs a forgery causing $E_1$ to occur. Then $(g', v', \overline{\sigma}')$ is a forgery against $S'$ since $v' \neq g'(v_1, \ldots, v_N)$.

Combining the above, this shows that the probability that $A$ wins the adaptive signature security game against $S$ is negligible, and the theorem follows. 

\[\square\]

5 Multi-Data Homomorphic Signatures

We now define and construct multi-data homomorphic signatures. In such a scheme, the signer can sign many different datasets of arbitrary size. Each dataset is tied to some labels $\tau_i$ (e.g., the name of the dataset) and the verifier is assumed to know the label of the dataset over which he wishes to verify computation. In Section 5.2, we show how to construct multi-data homomorphic signatures starting from a single dataset scheme. In Appendix A, we show another transformation which enjoys efficiency improvements and supports signing of unbounded datasets starting from single dataset scheme with short public parameters (such as our construction in the random oracle model 4.3).

5.1 Definition

A multi-data homomorphic signature consists of the algorithms $(\text{PrmsGen}, \text{KeyGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Verify}, \text{Process}, \text{SignEval})$ with the following syntax.
any (We right away define correctness of evaluation to allow for composed evaluation. The correctness requirements are analogous to those of the single-data definition.

Verify isfy \{ g \rightarrow X \} any (We define the security via the following game between an attacker and a challenger: In other words, if the signatures \((\sigma, \sigma)\) certify \(x\) as the outputs of functions \(h_i\) over the data labeled with \(\tau\), then \((\sigma, \sigma)\) certifies \(g(x_1, \ldots, x_\ell)\) as the output of \(g \circ h\) over the data labeled with \(\tau\).

Multi-Data Security. We define the security via the following game between an attacker and a challenger:

- The challenger samples \(prms \leftarrow PrmsGen(1^\lambda, 1^N)\), \((pk, sk) \leftarrow KeyGen(1^\lambda, prms)\) and gives \(prms, pk\) to the attacker \(A\).
- Signing Queries: The attacker \(A\) can ask an arbitrary number of signing queries. In each query \(j\), the attacker chooses a fresh tag \(\tau_j \in \{0, 1\}^*\) which was never queried previously and a message \((x_{j,1}, \ldots, x_{j,N_j}) \in X^*\). The challenger responds with \((\sigma_{\tau_j}, \sigma_{\tau_j}, \ldots, \sigma_{\tau_j}) \leftarrow Sign_{sk}((x_{j,1}, \ldots, x_{j,N_j}), \tau_j)\).
- The attacker \(A\) chooses a circuit \(g : X^{N'} \rightarrow X\) values \(\tau, y', (\sigma, \sigma')\). The attacker wins if \(Verify_{pk}(g, \tau, y', (\sigma, \sigma')) = accept\) and either:
  - Type I forgery: \(\tau \neq \tau_j\) for any \(j\), or \(\tau = \tau_j\) for some \(j\) but \(N' \neq N_j\).
  (i.e., No signing query with label \(\tau\) was ever made or there is a mismatch between the size of the data signed under label \(\tau\) and the arity of the function \(g\).)
Type II forgery: $\tau = \tau_j$ for some $j$ with corresponding message $x_{j,1}, \ldots, x_{j,N'}$ such that (a) $g$ is admissible on $x_{j,1}, \ldots, x_{j,N'}$, and (b) $y' \neq g(x_{j,1}, \ldots, x_{j,N'})$.

We require that for all PPT $\mathcal{A}$, we have $\Pr[\mathcal{A} \text{ wins }] \leq \text{negl}(\lambda)$ in the above game.

### 5.2 From Single-Data to Multi-Data

We now describe our transformation from a single-data homomorphic signature scheme to a multi-data scheme. We sample the public parameters of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme once and for all, then for each signing query we sample a pair of public/secret keys of the homomorphic scheme (using the same public parameters). The dataset information along with the public key are signed using the regular homomorphic signature scheme. The dataset itself is signed using the sampled secret key. To verify the authenticity, it is sufficient to verify the dataset information scheme using non-homomorphic scheme:

Let $\mathcal{S}' = \langle \text{PrmsGen}', \text{KeyGen}', \text{Sign}', \text{Verify}', \text{Process}', \text{SignEval}' \rangle$ be a fully secure one-dataset homomorphic signature scheme. Let $\mathcal{S}^{nh} = \langle \text{NH.KeyGen}, \text{NH.Sign}, \text{NH.Verify} \rangle$ be any standard (not homomorphic) signature scheme. We construct a multi-data homomorphic signature scheme $\mathcal{S} = \langle \text{PrmsGen}, \text{KeyGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Verify}, \text{Process}, \text{SignEval} \rangle$ with message space $\mathcal{X}'$ as follows.

- $\text{prms} \gets \text{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N)$: Sample and output parameters of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme: $\text{prms} \leftarrow \text{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N)$.

- $(pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$: Choose $(pk_1, sk_1) \leftarrow \text{NH.KeyGen}(1^\lambda, \text{prms})$. Samp set $pk = pk_1$, $sk = (sk_1, \text{prms})$.

- $(\sigma_\tau, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}_{sk}(x_1, \ldots, x_N, \tau)$:
  - Sample secret and public keys of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme: $(pk_2, sk_2) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda, \text{prms})$.

- Sign the dataset size, the tag and the public key of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme using non-homomorphic scheme: $\rho \leftarrow \text{NH.Sign}_{sk_1}(pk_2, \tau, N)$. Set $\sigma_\tau = (pk_2, \tau, N, \rho)$.

- Sign the dataset using the single-data homomorphic scheme: $(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}'_{sk_2}(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$.

- Output $(\sigma_\tau, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N)$.

- $\sigma^* = \text{SignEval}_{pk}(g, \sigma_\tau, \sigma(x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, \sigma_\ell))$: Parse $\sigma_\tau = (pk_2, \tau, N, \rho)$. Apply the single-data evaluation algorithm. $\sigma^* = \text{SignEval}_{prms}(g, (x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_N, \sigma_N))$.

- $\alpha_g \leftarrow \text{Process}_{prms}(g)$: Output $\alpha_g \leftarrow \text{Process}'_{prms}(g)$.

- $\text{Verify}_{pk}(\alpha_g, y, \tau, (\sigma_\tau, \sigma^*))$: Parse $\sigma_\tau = (\text{prms}, pk_2, \tau, N, \rho)$ and accept if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
  
  1. Verify the parameters of the single-data homomorphic scheme’s public key and the dataset:
     \[ \text{NH.Verify}_{pk_1}(pk_2, \tau, N) = \text{accept}, \text{ and} \]
  2. Verify the homomorphically computed signature: $\text{Verify}'_{pk_2}(\alpha_g, y, \sigma^*) = \text{accept}$.
Correctness. Correctness of the scheme follows from the correctness of the regular signature scheme and single-data homomorphic scheme.

Security. The security follows from two main observations: first, no adversary is able to fake the parameters or the public key of the single-data homomorphic signature due to security of the standard signature scheme. Given that, no adversary is able to fake the result of the the computation due to the security of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme. In particular, we first switch to Game 1, where the adversary looses if it is able to make a forgery on some of the dataset information signed under the regular scheme: \((pk_2, \tau, N)\). Now, if there is an adversary able to win Game 1, then we can convert it to an adversary that breaks the security of the homomorphic scheme. The adversary takes \((prms, pk_2)\) as a part of the challenge. Guesses an index \(j^*\) and sets \(pk_{2,j^*} = pk_2\). It then asks the challenger to sign the data \((x_1, \ldots, x_N)\) at query \(j^*\) and signs all other datasets by itself by sampling a pair of public/secret keys. A forgery of type II can then be used to break the security of single-data homomorphic scheme.

Theorem 5.1. Assume \(S'\) is a fully secure single-data homomorphic signature scheme and \(S^{nh}\) is a regular signature scheme. Then, \(S\) is a fully secure many-dataset homomorphic signature scheme.

Proof. We prove the security via a series of indistinguishable games.

- Let Game 0 be the multi-data security game.

- Let Game 1 be the modified version of Game 1, except the attacker loses the game if it outputs a non-homomorphic forgery. That is, a forgery of the form \((g, y, \tau, (\sigma_{\tau} = (pk_2, \tau, N', \rho), \sigma^*))\), where:
  1. \(\tau \neq \tau_j\) for any \(j\), or
  2. \(\tau = \tau_j\) for some \(j\) but \(N' \neq N_j\) or
  3. \(\tau = \tau_j\) for some \(j\), \(N' = N_j\), but \(pk_2 \neq pk_{2,j}\), where \(pk_{2,j}\) is the public key used for single-data signature scheme.

That is, if the parameters of the dataset are invalid, the adversary loses the game. Note that this is the superset of type I forgeries. Clearly, if there exists a winning adversary in Game 1, then we can break the security of the regular signature scheme, since we obtain a valid signature \(\rho\) of \((pk_2, \tau, N)\) which was never signed before.

Now, assume there exists an adversary \(A\) that wins in Game 1. Then, it must be able to come up with a type II forgery. Hence, we can construct an adversary \(A'\) that breaks the security of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme. \(A'\) receives parameters \(prms, pk_2\) as the challenge, it then generates parameters of the regular signature scheme \((pk_1, sk_1) \leftarrow NH\text{-KeyGen}(1^\lambda)\) and forwards \(prms, pk = pk_1\) to \(A\). It also chooses an index \(j^*\) of the dataset on which it guesses the type II will be made and sets \(pk_{2,j^*} = pk_2\). When \(A\) asks to sign a dataset \(j = j^*\) with items \((x_1, \ldots, x_N)\), \(A'\) forwards it to the challenger to obtain the signatures \((\sigma_{\tau_1}, \ldots, \sigma_N)\). It signs \((pk_{2,j^*}, \tau, N)\) to obtain \(\sigma_{\tau}\) using \(sk_1\) and forwards \((\sigma_{\tau}, \sigma_{\tau_1}, \ldots, \sigma_N)\) to \(A\). All other datasets \(j \neq j^*\) it signs honestly by generating the public/secret keys of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme. Finally, suppose \(A\) outputs \((g, \tau, y, (\sigma_{\tau} = (pk_2, \tau, N', \rho), \sigma^*))\) of type II forgery. Then, assuming \(A'\) guessed the dataset correctly, we know that \(\tau = \tau_{j^*}, N = N_{j^*}\) and \(pk_2 = pk_{2,j^*}\), \(\text{Verify}_{pk_2}^*(g, y, \sigma^*) = 24\).
but \( g \neq g(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \). Hence, \( \mathcal{A}' \) can output \((g, y, \sigma^*)\) to break the security of single-data homomorphic signature scheme. This shows that if the regular signature scheme is secure and the single-data homomorphic signature scheme is secure, then \( S \) is also secure.

\[ \]

## 6 Context-Hiding Security

In many applications, we may also want to guarantee that a signature which certifies \( y \) as the output of some computation \( g \) over Alice’s data should not reveal anything about the underlying data beyond the output of the computation. We will show how to achieve context-hiding by taking our original schemes which produces some signature \( \sigma \) (that is not context hiding) and applying some procedure \( \tilde{\sigma} \leftarrow \text{Hide}_{pk,y}(\sigma) \) which makes the signature context hiding. The “hiding” signature \( \tilde{\sigma} \) can be simulated given only \( g, y \) no matter which original signature \( \sigma \) was used to create it. One additional advantage of this procedure is that it also compresses the size of the signature from \( m^2 \log q \) bits needed to represent \( \sigma \) to \( O(m \log q) \) bits needed to represent \( \tilde{\sigma} \). However, once the hiding procedure is applied, the signatures no longer support additional homomorphic operations on them.

**Context-Hiding Security for Signatures.** We give a simulation-based notion of security, requiring that a context-hiding signature \( \tilde{\sigma} \) can be simulated given knowledge of only the computation \( g \) and the output \( y \), but without any other knowledge of Alice’s data. The simulation remains indistinguishable even given the underlying data, the underlying signatures, and even the public/secret key of the scheme. In other words, the derived signature does not reveal anything beyond the output of the computation even to an attacker that may have some partial information on the underlying values.

**Definition 6.1.** A single-data homomorphic signature supports context hiding if there exist additional PPT procedures \( \tilde{\sigma} \leftarrow \text{Hide}_{pk,y}(\sigma) \) and \( \text{HVerify}_{pk}(\alpha, y, \sigma) \) such that:

- **Correctness:** For any \( \text{prms} \in \text{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N) \), \((pk, sk) \in \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda, \text{prms})\) and any \( \alpha, y, \sigma \) such that \( \text{Verify}_{pk}(\alpha, y, \sigma) = \text{accept} \), for any \( \tilde{\sigma} \in \text{Hide}_{pk,y}(\sigma) \) we have \( \text{HVerify}_{pk}(\alpha, y, \tilde{\sigma}) = \text{accept} \).

- **Unforgeability:** Single-data signature security holds when we replace the \( \text{Verify} \) procedure by \( \text{HVerify} \) in the security game.

- **Context-Hiding Security:** There is a simulator \( \text{Sim} \) such that, for any fixed (worst-case) choice of \( \text{prms} \in \text{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N) \), \((pk, sk) \in \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda, \text{prms})\) and any \( \alpha, y, \sigma \) such that \( \text{Verify}_{pk}(\alpha, y, \sigma) = \text{accept} \) we have: \( \text{HHide}_{pk,y}(\sigma) \approx \text{Sim}(sk, \alpha, y) \) where the randomness is only over the random coins of the simulator and the \( \text{Hide} \) procedure.\(^9\) We say that such schemes are statistically context hiding if the above indistinguishability holds statistically.

The case of multi-data signatures is defined analogously.

**Definition 6.2.** A multi-data homomorphic signature supports context hiding if there exist additional PPT procedures \( \tilde{\sigma} \leftarrow \text{Hide}_{pk,x}(\sigma) \), \( \text{HVerify}_{pk}(g, \text{Process}(g), y, \tau, (\sigma_\tau, \sigma)) \) such that:

\(^9\)Since \( pk, sk, \alpha, y, \sigma \) are fixed, indistinguishability holds even if these values are known to the distinguisher.
• Correctness: For any prms ∈ PrmsGen(1^λ, 1^N), (pk, sk) ∈ KeyGen(1^λ, prms) and any α, y, σ, σ such that Verify_{pk}(α, y, τ, (σ, σ)) = accept, for any σ ∈ Hide_{pk,y}(σ) we have

\[ \text{HVerify}_{pk}(α, y, τ, (σ, σ)) = \text{accept} \]

• Unforgeability: Multi-data signature security holds when we replace the Verify procedure by HVerify in the security game.

• Context-Hiding Security: Firstly, in the procedure (σ, σ_1, ..., σ_N) ← Sign_{sk}(x_1, ..., x_N, τ), we require that σ depends only on (sk, N, τ) but not on the data \{x_i\}. Secondly, we require that for any fixed (worst-case) choice of prms ∈ PrmsGen(1^λ, 1^N), (pk, sk) ∈ KeyGen(1^λ, prms) and any α, y, σ, σ such that Verify_{pk}(α, y, τ, (σ, σ)) = accept we have:

\[ \text{Hide}_{pk,y}(σ) \approx \text{Sim}(sk, α, y, τ, σ) \]

where the randomness is only over the random coins of the simulator and the Hide procedure.

We say that such schemes are context-hiding if the above indistinguishability holds statistically.

Context-Hiding Security for HTDF. We also define a context hiding HTDF as an augmentation of standard HTDFs. We will build context-hiding signatures by relying on context-hiding HTDFs.

Definition 6.3. A context-hiding HTDF comes with two additional algorithms \( \tilde{u} \leftarrow \text{HTDF}.\text{Hide}_{pk,x}(u) \) and \( \text{HTDF}.\text{Verify}_{pk}(\tilde{u}, x, v) \) satisfying:

• Correctness: For any \((pk, sk) \in \text{KeyGen}(1^λ)\) any \(u \in U\), any \(x \in X\) and any \(\tilde{u} \in \text{HTDF}.\text{Hide}_{pk,x}(u)\) we have \(\text{HTDF}.\text{Verify}_{pk}(\tilde{u}, x, f_{pk,x}(u)) = \text{accept}\).

• Claw-freeness on hidden inputs: We augment standard HTDF security with the following requirement. For all PPT A we require:

\[ \Pr \left[ \text{HTDF}.\text{Verify}_{pk}(\tilde{u}', x', f_{pk,x}(u)) = \text{accept} \middle| (pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{HTDF}.\text{KeyGen}(1^λ), (u, \tilde{u}', x') \leftarrow A(1^λ, pk) \right] \leq \text{negl}(λ). \]

In other words, if an attacker know u such that \(f_{pk,x}(u) = v\) then he cannot also produce \(\tilde{u}'\) such that \(\text{HTDF}.\text{Verify}_{pk}(\tilde{u}', x', v) = \text{accept}\) when \(x' \neq x\). \(^{10}\)

• Context Hiding: There is a simulator \(\text{HTDF}.\text{Sim}\) such that for all choices of \((pk, sk) \in \text{HTDF}.\text{KeyGen}(1^λ), u \in U\) and \(x \in X\) the following distributions are indistinguishable:

\[ \text{HTDF}.\text{Hide}_{pk,x}(u) \approx \text{HTDF}.\text{Sim}(sk, x, f_{pk,x}(u)). \]

We say that such schemes are statistically context hiding if the above indistinguishability holds statistically.

\(^{10}\)This implies standard HTDF security since any attacker that finds \(x \neq x', u, u'\) such that \(f_{pk,x}(u) = f_{pk,x'}(u')\) can also apply \(u' \leftarrow \text{Hide}_{pk,x'}(u')\) to break claw-freeness on hidden inputs.
From Context-Hiding HTDFs to Signatures. We can easily modify the signature schemes constructed in Section 4 (single-data) and Section 5 (multi-data) in the natural way to make them context hiding by using a context-hiding HTDF. In particular, the procedure Hide of the signature scheme is defined to be the same as that of the underlying HTDF. The procedure HVerify(pk) (α, y, τ) of the signature scheme (resp. HVerify(pk) (α, y, τ, (σ, σ))) for a multi-data scheme) are defined the same ways as the original Verify procedures of the signature, except that, instead of checking \( f_{pk,y} (\bar{\sigma}) = \alpha \) we now check HTDF.Verify(pk) (\( \bar{\sigma}, y, \alpha \)) = accept. It is easy to check that this modification satisfies the given correctness and security requirements as outlined below.

Unforgeability with the modified verification procedure HVerify follows from the “claw-freeness on hidden inputs” property of the HTDF. This follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1. In both proofs, the reduction knows one value \( u \in U \) such that \( f_{pk,y} (u) = v^* \) and a signature forgery allows it to come up with \( \bar{u} \) such that HTDF.Verify(pk) (\( \bar{\sigma}, y', v^* \)) = accept for \( y' \neq y \).

Context-Hiding security of the signature scheme follows from that of the HTDF. We define the signature simulator Sim(sk, g, y, [τ, σ]) to compute the value \( v^* = \text{SignEval}^m_{pk}(g, v_1, \ldots, v_N) \) as is done by the verification procedure of the signature schemes. It then output \( \bar{\sigma} \leftarrow \text{HTDF}.\text{Sim}(sk, y, v^*) \). The indistinguishability of the signature simulator follows form that of the HTDF simulator.

General Construction via NIZKs. Before we give our main construction of context-hiding HTDF and therefore context-hiding signatures, we mention that it is possible to solve this problem generically using non-interactive zero knowledge (ZK) proof of knowledge (PoK) NIZK-PoKs. In particular, we can make any HTDF context-hiding by setting \( \bar{u} \leftarrow \text{HTDF}.\text{Hide}_{pk,x} (u) \) to be a NIZK-PoK with the statement \( v \) and witness \( u \) for the relation \( f_{pk,x} (u) = v \). The HTDF.Verify procedure would simply verify the proof \( \bar{u} \). Claw-freeness follows from the PoK property and context-hiding follows from ZK. However, this approach requires an additional assumption (existence of NIZK-PoK) which is not known to follow from SIS. Therefore, we now proceed to construct context-hiding HTDFs directly.

6.1 Construction of Context-Hiding HTDF

Lattice Preliminaries. Before giving our construction of context-hiding HTDFs, we start by recalling some additional useful tools from lattice-based cryptography (abstracting as much as possible). Let \( A, B \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times m} \) and let \( H = [A \mid B] \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times 2m} \). We will rely on the existence of two algorithms SampleLeft and SampleRight which both take \( z \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \) and manage to output some “short” vector \( r \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{2m} \) such that \( H \cdot r = z \). The algorithm SampleLeft does so by knowing some trapdoor \( \text{td} \) for the matrix \( A \). The algorithm SampleRight does so by knowing some “short” matrix \( U \) such that \( B = A U + y G \) for some \( y \neq 0 \). Nevertheless, the outputs of SampleLeft and SampleRight are statistically indistinguishable. (See [CHKP10, ABB10, MP12, BGG+14] for details on the following lemma; our exposition follows [BGG+14] with additional abstraction.)

Lemma 6.4. Using the notation of Lemma 2.2, let \( n, q \geq 2 \), \( m \geq m^*(n, q) \) and \( \beta \) be parameters. Then there exist polynomial time algorithms SampleLeft, SampleRight and some polynomial \( p_{\text{extra}}(n, m, \log q) \) such that for \( \beta' := \beta \cdot p_{\text{extra}}(n, m, \log q) \) the following holds: For any choice of \( (A, \text{td}) \in \text{TrapGen}(1^n, 1^m, q) \), any \( z \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \) and any \( U \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times m} \) with \( \|U\|_\infty \leq \beta \) and any \( y \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) with \( y \neq 0 \) let \( H = [A \mid A U + y G] \), where \( G \) is the matrix from part (3) of Lemma 2.2. Then:

\[ \text{sample}(H, z, U, y) \]
For any \( r_0 \in \text{SampleLeft}(H, \text{td}, z) \), \( r_1 \in \text{SampleRight}(H, U, z) \) and for each \( b \in \{0, 1\} \) we have \( r_b \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{2m}, ||r_b||_\infty \leq \beta' \) and \( H \cdot r_b = z \).

- For \( r_0 \leftarrow \text{SampleLeft}(H, \text{td}, z) \) and \( r_1 \leftarrow \text{SampleRight}(H, U, z) \) we have \( r_0 \approx r_1 \) are statistically indistinguishable (the statistical distance is negligible in \( n \)).

**HTDF with Context Hiding.** We augment our construction of HTDFs from Section 3 to add context-hiding security. Firstly, we make the following modifications to the underlying HTDF.

- We restrict the index space \( \mathcal{X} \) to just bits \( \mathcal{X} = \{0, 1\} \subseteq \mathbb{Z}_q \) (rather than \( \mathcal{X} = \mathbb{Z}_q \) as previously). We also modify the parameters and set \( \beta_{SIS} = 2^{\omega(\log \lambda)}(\beta_{max})^2 \) to be larger than before (which impacts how \( q, n \) are chosen to maintain security).

- We augment the public-key to \( pk = (A, z) \) by appending \( z \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \) which is chosen by selecting a random \( r \xleftarrow{} (0, 1)^m \) and setting \( z = A \cdot r \) (and discarding \( r \)). Let \( p_{extra}(n, m, \log q) = \text{poly}(\lambda) \) be the polynomial form Lemma 6.4 and define \( \tilde{\beta}_{max} = \beta_{max} \cdot p_{extra}(n, m, \log q) \).

In addition, we add the following procedures for context-hiding security.

- For context-hiding security, we define HTDF.Sim(\( sk = \text{td}, x, V \)) which computes \( H := [A \mid V + (x - 1)G] \) and outputs \( \tilde{u} \leftarrow \text{SampleLeft}(H, \text{td}, z) \).

**Theorem 6.5.** The above scheme is statistically context-hiding. It satisfies claw-freeness on hidden inputs under the SIS(\( n, m, q, \beta_{SIS} \)) assumption.

**Proof.** It’s easy to check that correctness holds. Statistical context-hiding security follows directly from Lemma 6.4. We are left to show claw-freeness on hidden inputs.

The proof of security closely follows that of Theorem 3.1. Assume that \( A \) is a PPT attacker that breaks this security property of the scheme. As a first step, we modify the game so that, instead of sampling \( (A, \text{td}) \leftarrow \text{TrapGen}(1^n, 1^m, q) \) and setting \( pk := A \) and \( sk = \text{td} \), we just choose \( A \xleftarrow{} \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m} \) uniformly at random. This modification is statistically indistinguishable by the security of \( \text{TrapGen} \) (see Lemma 2.2, part (2)). In particular, the probability of \( A \) winning the modified game remains non-negligible.

We now show that an attacker who wins the above-modified game can be used to solve the SIS problem. The reduction gets a challenge matrix \( A \) of the SIS problem and chooses \( r \xleftarrow{} \{0, 1\}^m \)

\[^{12}\text{We note that, using the leftover-hash-lemma, we can show that this is statistically close to choosing } z \xleftarrow{} \mathbb{Z}_q^n \text{ at random. However, we will not need to rely on this fact.}\]
and sets \( z = A \cdot r \). It gives the public key \( pk = (A, z) \) to the attacker \( A \). The attacker wins if he comes up with bits \( x \neq x' \in \{0, 1\} \) and values \( U, \tilde{u}' \) such that \( ||U||_\infty \leq \beta_{\text{max}}, ||\tilde{u}'||_\infty \leq \tilde{\beta}_{\text{max}} \), and \( H \cdot \tilde{u}' = z \) where \( H \) is defined by setting \( V := f_{pk, x}(U) = AU + xG \) and
\[
H := [A | V + (x - 1)G] = [A | AU + (x + x' - 1)G] = [A | AU]
\]
where the last equality follows since \( x \neq x' \Rightarrow x + x' = 1 \). Let’s write \( \tilde{u}' = (r'_1, r'_2) \) where \( r'_1, r'_2 \in \mathbb{Z}_q^m \) are the first and last \( m \) components of \( \tilde{u}' \) respectively. Then:
\[
H \cdot \tilde{u}' = z \Rightarrow Ar'_1 + (AU)r'_2 = Ar \Rightarrow A(Ur_2 + r_1 - r) = 0
\]
Furthermore
\[
||(Ur_2 + r_1 - r)||_\infty \leq m\beta_{\text{max}}\tilde{\beta}_{\text{max}} + \tilde{\beta}_{\text{max}} + 1 \leq \text{poly}(\lambda)(\beta_{\text{max}})^2 \leq \beta_{\text{SIS}}.
\]
Therefore, it remains to show that \( (Ur_2 + r_1 - r) \neq 0 \). We use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1: the randomness \( r \) is independent of \( U, r_1, r_2 \) when conditioned on \( z \). Since \( z \) is short, \( r \) still has \( m - n \log q = \omega(\log \lambda) \) bits of conditional entropy left and therefore \( \Pr[|Ur_2 + r_1 = r|] \leq \text{negl}(\lambda) \). This concludes the proof. \( \square \)

7 Conclusions

In this work, we construct the first leveled fully homomorphic signature schemes. It remains an open problem to get rid of the leveled aspect and ideally come up with a signature scheme where there is no a priori bound on the depth of the circuits that can be evaluated and the signature size stays fixed. It also remains an open problem to come up with a (leveled) fully homomorphic signature scheme with short public parameters under a standard assumption without random oracles.
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A Another Single to Multi-Data Transformation

We describe another generic transformation from single-data homomorphic signature scheme with short public parameters prms (independent on the data size; realized by our construction in Section 4.3) to multi-data scheme. We point out that for this transformation it is sufficient to start with a selectively secure single data scheme leading efficiency improvements. However, the resulting construction does not work well for verifiable outsourcing since the verification algorithm runs in time proportional to the run-time of the function.

Let $S' = (\text{PrmsGen}', \text{KeyGen}', \text{Sign}', \text{Verify}', \text{Process}', \text{SignEval}')$ be a selectively secure homomorphic signature scheme. Let $S^{nh} = (\text{NH.KeyGen}, \text{NH.Sign}, \text{NH.Verify})$ be any standard (not homomorphic) signature scheme. We construct a multi-data homomorphic signature scheme $S = (\text{KeyGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Verify}, \text{SignEval})$ with message space $X$ as follows.$^{13}$

- $(pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$: Choose $(pk_1, sk_1) \leftarrow \text{NH.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$ set $pk = pk_1$, $sk = sk_1$.
- $(\sigma_\tau, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign}_{sk}(\langle x_1, \ldots, x_N \rangle, \tau)$:
  - Sample parameters and keys of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme:
    $\text{prms} \leftarrow \text{PrmsGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N), (pk_2, sk_2) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda, \text{prms})$.
  - Sign the dataset size, the tag and the public parameters of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme using non-homomorphic scheme: $\rho \leftarrow \text{NH.Sign}_{sk_1}(\langle \text{prms}, pk_2, \tau, N \rangle)$. Set $\sigma_\tau = (\text{prms}, pk_2, \tau, N, \rho)$.
  - Sign the dataset using the single-data homomorphic scheme: $(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N) \leftarrow \text{Sign'}_{sk_2}(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$.

---

$^{13}$Note that we do not define a separate PrmsGen or Process algorithms, since this construction does not support efficient verification with preprocessing.
Output \((\sigma_{\tau}, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_N)\).

- \(\sigma^* = \text{SignEval}_{\text{pk}_2}(g, \sigma_{\tau}, \sigma(x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_\ell, \sigma_\ell))\): Parse \(\sigma_{\tau} = (\text{prms}, \text{pk}_2, \tau, N, \rho)\). Apply the single-data evaluation algorithm. \(\sigma^* = \text{SignEval}_{\text{prms}}(g, (x_1, \sigma_1), \ldots, (x_N, \sigma_N))\).

- \(\text{Verify}_{\text{pk}_2}(g, y, \tau, (\sigma_{\tau}, \sigma^*))\): Parse \(\sigma_{\tau} = (\text{prms}, \text{pk}_2, \tau, N, \rho)\) and accept if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
  1. Verify the parameters of the single-data homomorphic scheme and the dataset: \(\text{NH.Verify}_{\text{pk}_1}((\text{prms}, \text{pk}_2, \tau, N), \rho) = \text{accept}\), and
  2. Verify the homomorphically computed signature: \(\text{Verify}'_{\text{pk}_2}(g, \text{Process}_{\text{prms}}(g), y, \sigma^*) = \text{accept}\).

Remarks. We note that there is no a-prior bound on the size of the datasets in this construction. However, since \(\sigma_{\tau}\) includes the description of the public parameters of the single-data homomorphic scheme, these parameters must be small (as in our construction in the Random Oracle model).

Correctness. Correctness of the scheme follows readily from the correctness of the regular signature scheme and the single-data homomorphic signature scheme.

Security. On the high level, security follows from the fact that by the security property of the standard signature scheme, the adversary cannot modify the data size or the public parameters of the single-data signature scheme. And, given the correct parameters of the single-data signature scheme, we can efficiently verify the result of the computation by verifying the homomorphically computed signature.

**Theorem A.1.** Assume \(S'\) is a selectively secure single-data homomorphic signature scheme and \(S^{\text{nh}}\) is a regular signature scheme. Then, \(S\) is a fully secure many-dataset homomorphic signature scheme.

Proof. We prove the security via a series of indistinguishable games.

- Let **Game 0** be the multi-data security game.

- Let **Game 1** be the modified version of **Game 1**, except the attacker loses the game if it outputs a non-homomorphic forgery. That is, a forgery of the form \((g, y, \tau, (\sigma_{\tau} = (\text{prms}, \text{pk}_2, \tau, N', \rho), \sigma^*))\), where:
  1. \(\tau \neq \tau_j\) for any \(j\), or
  2. \(\tau = \tau_j\) for some \(j\) but \(N' \neq N_j\) or
  3. \(\tau = \tau_j\) for some \(j\), \(N' = N_j\), but \(\text{prms} \neq \text{prms}_j\) or \(\text{pk}_2 \neq \text{pk}_2,j\), where \(\text{prms}_j, \text{pk}_2,j\) are the parameters used for single-data signature scheme.

That is, if the parameters of the dataset are invalid, the adversary losses the game. Note that this is the superset of type I forgeries. Clearly, if there exists a winning adversary in **Game 1**, then we can break the security of the regular signature scheme, since we obtain a valid signature \(\rho\) of \((\text{prms}, \text{pk}_2, \tau, N')\) which was never signed before.
Now, assume there exists an adversary $A$ that wins in Game 1. Then, it must be able to come up with a type II forgery. Hence, we can construct an adversary $A'$ that breaks the security of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme. $A'$ generates parameters of the regular signature scheme $(pk_1, sk_1) \leftarrow \text{NH.KeyGen}(1^λ)$ and forwards $pk = pk_1$ to $A$. It also chooses an index $j^*$ of the dataset on which it guesses the type II will be made. When $A$ asks to sign a dataset $j = j^*$ with items $(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$, $A'$ forwards it to the single-data challenger to obtain the signatures $(σ_1, \ldots, σ_N)$ along with the public parameters $(prms_{j^*}, pk_{2,j^*})$. It signs $(prms_{j^*}, pk_{2,j^*}, τ, N)$ to obtain $σ_τ$ using $sk_1$ and forwards $(σ_τ, σ_1, \ldots, σ_N)$ to $A$. All other datasets $j \neq j^*$ it signs honestly by generating the parameters of the single-data homomorphic signature scheme. Finally, suppose $A$ outputs $(g, τ, y, (σ_τ = (prms, pk_2, τ, N', ρ), σ^*))$ of type II forgery. Then, assuming $A'$ guessed the dataset correctly, we know that $τ = τ_{j^*}, N = N_{j^*}, prms = prms_{j^*}$ and $pk_2 = pk_{2,j^*}$. $\text{Verify}^1_{pk_2}(g, \text{Process}_{prms}(g), y, σ^*) = \text{accept}$ but $g \neq g(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$. Hence, $A'$ can output $(g, y, σ^*)$ to break the security of single-data homomorphic signature scheme. This shows that if the regular signature scheme is secure and the single-data homomorphic signature scheme is secure, then $S$ is also secure.

\section*{B HTDFs and Fully Homomorphic Encryption}

We briefly and informally sketch an interesting conceptual connection between fully homomorphic encryption and signatures. We show that both of these primitives can be constructed from a type of HTDFs: signatures correspond to equivocable HTDFs, whereas encryption corresponds to extractable HTDFs.

For equivocable HTDFs, which was the notion we defined in this paper, we wanted the output $v = f_{pk,x}(u)$ over a random $u$ to statistically hide $x$ and to have an “equivocation trapdoor” $sk$ that allows us to open any $v$ to any index $x$, by providing a value $u$ such that $f_{pk,x}(u) = v$. For an adversary without this trapdoor, each output $v$ would be computationally binding to $x$.

For an extractable HTDF, we would instead want $v = f_{pk,x}(u)$ to be statistically binding to $x$ and to have an “extraction trapdoor” $sk$ that allows us to extract/decrypt the value $x$ from $v$. For an adversary without this trapdoor, the output $v$ would computationally hide $x$.

In Section 3, we gave a construction of equivocable HTDFs with security based on the SIS problem. We now show that, by modifying the key generation procedure of our construction, we can easily convert it to an extractable HTDF. In fact, there is a single HTDF construction with two indistinguishable modes of choosing the public key $pk$: in one mode, the resulting HTDF is equivocable with an equivocation trapdoor $sk$ and in the other mode the resulting HTDF is extractable with extraction trapdoor $sk$. The indistinguishability of these two modes follows from the learning with errors (LWE) assumption.

Recall that in our construction of HTDFs we set $pk = A$ where $A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ is (statistically close to) a uniformly random matrix. This corresponds to the equivocation mode. For the extractable mode we choose a matrix $A' \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^{(n-1) \times m}$ and a secret $s' \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^{n-1}$. We set

$$A = \begin{pmatrix} A' \\ s'A' + e \end{pmatrix}$$

where $e$ is some appropriately sampled short “noise vector”. This corresponds to a learning with errors (LWE) instance with secret $s'$, and therefore $A$ chosen as above is computationally indistinguishable from a uniformly random. Let $s = (-s', 1) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n$ so that $sA = e$. We set $pk = A$.
and $sk = s$ to be the public key and secret extraction key of the HTDF. Otherwise, the construction $f_{pk,x}(U) = AU + xG$ and the homomorphic operations are performed the exact same way as in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Assume $V = f_{pk,x}(U) = AU + xG$ where $U$ is short. Let $z = (0, \ldots, 0, r) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n$ where $r$ is a scalar of “medium size”. We can then compute

\[
s \cdot V \cdot G^{-1}(z) = e \cdot U \cdot G^{-1}(z) + x \cdot \langle s, z \rangle = x \cdot r + e'
\]

where $e'$ is short. As long as the parameters are chosen so that $|x \cdot r + e'| < q/2$ so there is no wrap-around, and $|e'| < |r|$, the above allows us to extract $x$.

With the above HTDF in extraction mode, if we think of $\text{Enc}_{pk}(x; u) = f_{pk,x}(u)$ as a public-key encryption scheme with randomness $u$, and of the $\text{SignEval}^\text{out}$ procedure as a homomorphic evaluation on ciphertexts, then this scheme corresponds to the FHE scheme of Gentry, Sahai and Waters [GSW13].